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require, as an aspect of their control structures, that an end user

make usage information available for analysis purposes. Other

containers may give an end user the option of either allowing the

usage information to be used for analysis, or denying some or all

C)! such uses of such information. Some users may elect to allow

analysis of certain information, and deny this permission for

other information. End users 3310 in this example may, for

example, elect to limit the granularity of information that may

be used for analysis purposes (e.g. an end user may allow

10 analysis of the number of movies viewed in a time period but

disallow use of specific titles, an end user may allow release of

their ZIP code for demographic analysis, but disallow use of their

name and address, etc.) Authors and/or the repository 3302 may,

for example, choose to charge end users 3310 smaller fees if they

15 agree to release certain usage information for analysis purposes.

In this example, the repository 3302 may receive content

produced by more than one author. For example, author B,

author C, and author D may each create portions of content that

20 will be delivered to end users 3310 in a single container. For

example, author B may produce a reference work. Author C may

produce a commentary on author B’s reference work, and author

D may produce a set of illustrations for author B’s reference work

and author C’s commentary. Author B may collect together
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author C’s and author D's content and add further content (e.g.

the reference work described above) and include such content in

a single container which is then transmitted to the repository

3302. Alternatively, each of the authors may transmit their

5 works to the repository 3302 independently, with an indication

that a template should be used to combine their respective works

prior to shipping a container to an end user. Still alternatively, a

container reflecting the overall content structure may be

transmitted to the repository 3302 and some or all of the content

10 may be referenced in the content references rather than

delivered to the repository 3302 for storage in content storage.

When an end user makes use of container content, their

content usage information may, for example, be segregated in

15 accordance with control structures that organize usage

information based at least in part on the author who created that

segment. Alternatively, the authors and/or the VDE repository

3302 may negotiate one or more other techniques for securely

dividing and/or sharing usage information in accordance with

20 VDE control information. Furthermore, control structures

associated with a container may implement models that

diflerentiate any usage fees associated with portions of content

based on usage of particular portions, overall usage of the

container, particular patterns of usage, or other mechanism
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negotiated (or otherwise agreed to) by the authors. Reports of

usage information, analysis results. disbursements, and other

clearinghouse processes may also be generated in a manner that

reflects agreements reached by repository 3302 participants

5 (authors, end users 3310 and/or the repository 3302) with respect

to such processes. These agreements may be the result of a VDE

control information negotiation amongst these participants.

In this example, one type of author is a publisher 3308.

10 The publisher 3308 in this example communicates over an

"internal" network with a VDE based local repository 3302 and

over the network described above with the public repository

3302.. The publisher 3308 may create or otherwise provide

content and/or VDE control structure templates that are

15 delivered to the local repository 3302 for use by other

participants who have access to the "internal" network. These

templates may be used to describe the structure of containers,

and may further describe whom in the publisher 3308’s

organization may take which actions with respect to the content

20 created within the organization related to publication for

delivery to (and/or referencing by) the repository 3302. For

example, the publisher 3308 may decide (and control by use of

said temple) that a periodical publication will have a certain

format with respect to the structure of its content and the types
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of information that may be included (e.g. text, graphics,

multimedia presentations, advertisements, etc.), the relative

location and/or order of presentation of its content, the length of

certain segments, etc. Furthermore, the publisher 3308 may, for

5 example, determine (through distribution of appropriate

permissions) that the publication editor is the only party that

may grant permissions to write into the container, and that the

organization librarian is the only party that may index and/or

abstract the content. In addition, the publisher 3308 may, for

10 example, allow only certain one or more parties to finalize a

container for delivery to the repository 3302 in usable form (e.g.

by maintaining control over the type of permissions, including

distribution permissions, that may be required by the repository

3302 to perform subsequent distribution activities related to

15 repository end users 3310).

In this example, author 3306E is connected directly to the

publisher 3308, such that the publisher 3308 can provide

templates for that author that establish the character of

20 containers for author 3306E’s content. Forlexample, if author

3306E creates books for distribution by the publisher 3308, the

publisher 3308 may define the VDE control structure template

which provides control method options for author 3306E to select

from and which provides VDE control structures for securely
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distributing author 3306E’s works. Author 3306E and the

publisher 3308 may employ VDE negotiations for the template

characteristics. specific control structures. and/or parameter data

used by author 3306E. Author 3306E may then use the

UI
template(s) to create control structures for their content

comprising electronic agreements between author 330613 and the

publisher 3308 and the repository 3302 and the publisher 3308.
10 i

In this example. the publisher 3308 may also make author

3306E’s work available on the local repository 3302. The editor

may authorize Ie.g. through distribution of appropriate

permissions; author F to create certain portions of content for a

15 publication. In this example. the editor may review and/or

modify author F’s work and further include it in a container with

content provided by author 330613 (available on the local

repository 3302). The editor may or may not have permissions

from the publisher 3308 to modify author 3306E’s content

20 (depending on any negotiationls) that may have occurred

between the publisher 3308 and author 330615, and the publisher

3308’s decision to extend such rights to the editor if permissions

to modify author 3306E’s content are held in redistributable form

by the publisher 3308). The editor may also include content from
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other authors by (a) using a process of granting permissions to

authors to write directly into the containers and/or (bi retrieving

containers from the local repository 3302 for inclusion. The local

repository 3302 may also be used for other material used by the

UI publisher 3308's organization (e.g. databases, other reference

works, internal documents, draft works for review, training

videos, etc.‘), such material may, given appropriate permissions,

be employed in VDE container collections of content created by

the editor.

10

The librarian in this example has responsibility for

building and/or editing inverted indexes. keyword lists leg. from

a restricted vocabulary). abstracts ofcontent. revision histories,

etc. The publisher 3308 may, for example. grant permissions to

15 only the librarian for creating this type ofcontent. The publisher

3308 may further require that this building and/or editing occur

prior to release of content to the repository 3302.

Example -- Evolution and Transformation of VDE Managed
20 Content and Control Information

The VDE content controlarchitecture allows content

control information (such as control information for governing

content usage) to be shaped to conform to VDE control

25 information requirements of multiple parties. Formulating such
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multiple party content control information normally involves

securely deriving control information from control information

securely contributed by parties who play a role in a content

handling and control model (e.g. content creator(s). providezis),
Ul

user(s), clearinghousetsi, etc.). Multiple party control

information may be necessary in order to combine multiple

pieces of independently managed VDE content into a single VDE

container object (particularly if such independently managed

content pieces have differing, for example conflicting, content

10 control information). Such secure combination of VDE managed

pieces of content will frequently require VDE’s ability to securely

derive content control information which accommodates the

control information requirements. including any combinatorial

rules. of the respective VDE managed pieces of content and

15 reflects an acceptable agreement between such plural control

information sets.

The combination of VDE managed content pieces may

result in a VDE managed composite of content. Combining VDE

20 managed content must be carried out in accordance with

relevant content control information associated with said content

pieces and processed through the use of one or more secure VDE

sub-system PPES 650. VDE’s ability to support the embedding,

or otherwise combining, of VDE managed content pieces, so as to
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create a combination product comprised of various pieces of VDE

content, enables VDE content providers to optimize their VDE

electronic content products. The combining of VDE managed

content pieces may result in a VDE content container which

Ul "holds" consolidated content and/or concomitant, separate,

nested VDE content containers.

VDE’s support for creation of content containers holding

distinct pieces of VDE content portions that were previously

10 managed separately allows VDE content providers to develop

products whose content control information reflects value

propositions consistent with the objectives of the providers of

content pieces. and further are consistent with the objectives ofa

content aggregator who may be producing a certain content

15 combination as a product for commercial distribution. For

example, a content product "launched" by a certain content

provider into a commercial channel «such as a network 

H repository) may be incorporated by different conte_nt_providers

and/or end-users into VDE content containers (so long as such

20 incorporation is allowed by the launched product’s content

control infonnatiom. These different content providers and/or

end-users may, for example, submit differing control information

for regulating use of such content. They may also combine in

different combinations a certain portion of launched content with
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content received from other parties (and/or produced by

themselves) to produce different content collections, given

appropriate authorizations.

OI VDE thus enables copies of a given piece of VDE managed

content to be securely combined into differing consolidations of

content. each of which reflects a product strategy of a different

VDE content aggregator. VDE's content aggregation capability

will result in a wider range of competitive electronic content

10 products which offer differing overall collections of content and

may employ differing content control information for content that

may be common to such multiple products. Importantly. VDE

securely and flexibly supports editing the content in. extracting

content from. embedding content into. and otherwise shaping the

15 content composition of. VDE content containers. Such

capabilities allow VDE supported product models to evolve by

progressively reflecting the requirements of "next" participants

in an electronic commercial model. As a result, a given piece of

VDE managed content, as it moves through pathways of

20 handling and branching, can participate in many different

content container and content control information commercial

models.
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VDE content, and the electronic agreements associated

with said content, can be employed and progressively

manipulated in commercial ways which reflect traditional

business practices for non-electronic products (' though VDE

5 supports greater flexibility and efficiency compared with most of

such traditional models). Limited only by the VDE control

information employed by content creators. other providers, and

other pathway of handling and control participants. VDE allows

a "natural" and unhindered flow of. and creation of, electronic

10 content product models. VDE provides for this flow of VDE

products and services through a network of creators, providers,

and users who successively and securely shape and reshape

product composition through content combining. extracting, and

editing within a Virtual Distribution Environment.

15

VDE provides means to securely combine content provided

at different times. by differing sources. and. or representing

differing content types. These types. timings. andjor different

sources of content can be employed to form a complex array of

20 content within a VDE content container. For example, a VDE

content container may contain a plurality of different content

container objects, each containing different content whose usage

can be controlled, at least in part_. by its ovsm container’s set of

VDE content control information.
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A VDE content container object may, through the use of a

secure VDE sub-system. be "safely" embedded Within a "parent"

VDE content container. This embedding process may involve the

on gt tn F1 5o9»(D {J F‘ no‘.33noI‘ 9.. an
'9no5oC".1. "< 5C-no

‘U
m 33C- no5 ff 0-

now embedded object by, at minimum. appropriately referencing
said object as to its location.

An embedded content object within a parent VDE content

10 container:

(1) may have been a previously created VDE

content container which has been embedded into a parent

VDE content container by securely transforming it from an

15 independent to an embedded object through the secure

processing of one or more VDE component assemblies

__‘__ ‘ Within a VDE secure sub-system PPE 650. In this

instance, an embedded object may be subject.-to content

control information, including one or more permissions

20 records associated with the parent container, but may not,

for example. have its own content control information

other than content identification information, or the

embedded object may be more extensively controlled by its

own content control information (e.g. permissions records).
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(2) may include content which was extracted from

another VDE content container (along with content control

information. as may be applicable) for inclusion into a

parent VDE content container in the form of an embedded

VDE content container object. In this case, said extractionUI

and embedding may use one or more VDE processes which

run securely within a VDE secure sub-system PPE 650

_ and which may securely remove (or copy) the desired

content from a source VDE content container and place

10 such content in :1 new or existing container object. either of

which may be or become embedded into a parent VDE

content container.

(3) may include content which was first created and

15 then placed in a VDE content container object. Said

receiving container may already be embedded in a parent

VDE content container and may already contain other

content. The container in which such content is placed

may be specified using a VDE aware application which

20 interacts with content and a secure VDE subsystem to

securely create such VDE container and place such content

therein followed by securely embedding such container

into the destination, parent container. Alternatively,

content may be specified without the use of a VDE aware
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application. and then manipulated using a VDE aware

application in order to manage movement of the content

into a VDE content container. Such an application may be

a VDE aware word processor, desktop and/or multimedia

UI
publishing package, graphics and/or presentation package,

etc. It may also be an operating system function (e.g, part

of a VDE aware operating system or mini-application

operating with an O/S such as a Microsoft Windows

compatible object packaging application) and movement of

10 content from "outside" VDE to within a VDE object may,

for example. be based on a "drag and drop" metaphor that

involves "dragging" a file to a VDE container object using a

pointing device such as a mouse. Alternatively, a user

may "cut" a portion of content and "paste" such a portion

15 into a VDE container by first placing content into a

"clipboard," then selecting a target content object and

pasting the content into such an object. Such processes

may, at the direction of VDE content control information

and under the control of a VDE secure subsystem, put the

20 content automatically at some position in the target object.

such as at the end of the object or in a portion of the object

that corresponds to an identifier carried by or with the

content such as a field identifier. or the embedding process

might pop-up a user interface that allows a user to browse
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a target object’s contents and/or table of contents and/or

other directories. indexes. etc. Such processes may further

allow a user to make certain decisions concerning VDE

content control information (budgets limiting use,

reporting pathway(s), usage registration requirements,01

etc.) to be applied to such embedded content and/or may

involve selecting the specific location for embedding the

content, all such processes to be performed as

transparently as practical for the application.

10

(4) may be accessed in conjunction with one or more

operating system utilities for object embedding and

linking, such as utilities conforming 110 the Microsoft OLE

standard. In this case, a VDE container may be associated

15 with an OLE "link." Accesses Iincluding reading content

from. and writing content ml to a VDE protected container

may be passed from an OLE aware application to a VDE

aware OLE application that accesses protected content in

conjunction with control information associated with such

20 content.

A VDE aware application may also interact with

component assemblies within a PPE to allow direct editing of the

content of a VDE container, whether the content is in a parent or
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embedded VDE content container. This may include the use of a

VDE aware word processor, for example, to directly edit (add to,

delete, or otherwise modify) a VDE container’s content. The

secure VDE processes underlying VDE container content editing
OI

may be largely or entirely transparent to the editor (user) and

may transparently enable the editor to securely browse through

(using a VDE aware application) some or all of the contents of,

and securely modify one or more of the VDE content containers

embedded in, a VDE content container hierarchy.

10

The embedding processes for all VDE embedded content

containers normally involves securely identifying the appropriate

content control information for the embedded content. For

example, VDE content control information for :1 VDE installation

15 and/or a VDE content container ma}-' securely, and transparently

to an embedder (user). apply the same content control

information to edited (such as modified or additional) container

content as is applied to one or more portions iincluding all, for

example) of previously "in place" content of said container and/or

20 securely apply control information generated through a VDE

control information negotiation between control sets, and/or it

may apply control information previously applied to said content.

Application of control information may occur regardless of

whether the edited content is in a parent or embedded container.
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This same capability of securely applying content control

information (which may be automatically and/or transparently

applied), may also be employed with content that is embedded

’into a VDE container through extracting and embedding content,

5 or through the moving, or copying and embedding, of VDE

container objects. Application of content control information

normally occurs securely within one or more VDE secure

sub-system PPEs 650. This process may employ a VDE template

that enables a user. through easy to use GUI user interface tools,

10 to specify VDE content control information for certain or all

embedded content. and which may include menu driven. user

selectable andjor definable options, such as picking amongst

alternative control methods (e.g. between different forms of

metering) which may be represented by different icons picturing

15 (symbolizing) different control functions and apply such

functions to an increment ofVDE secured content. such as an

embedded object listed on an object directory display.

Extracting content from a VDE content container, or

20 editing or otherwise creating VDE content with a VDE aware

application, provides content which may be placed within a new

VDE content container object for embedding into said parent

VDE container. or such content may be directly placed into a

previously existing content container. All of these processes may
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be managed by processing VDE content control infonnation

within one or more VDE installation secure sub-systems.

VDE content container objects may be embedded in a

5 parent object through control information referenced by a parent

object permissions record that resolves said embedded object’s

location and/or contents. In this case. little or no change to the

embedded objects previously existing content control information

may be required. VDE securely managed content which is

10 relocated to a certain VDE content container may be relocated

through the use ofVDE sub-system secure processes which may,

for example. continue to maintain relocated content as encrypted

or otherwise protected leg. by secure tamper resistant barrier

502) during a relocation/embedding process.

15

Embedded content (and/or content objects) may have been

contributed by different parties and may be integrated into a

VDE container through a VDE content and content control

information integration process securely managed through the

20 use of one or more secure VDE subsystems. This process may,

for example, involve one or more of:

(1.) securely applying instructions controlling the

embedding and/or use of said submitted content, wherein said
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instructions were securely put in place, at least in part, by a

content provider and/or user of said VDE container. For

example, said user andlor provider may interact with one or

more user interfaces offering a selection of content embedding

O! and/or control options (eg. in the form of a VDE template). Such

options may include which. and/or whether, one or more controls

should be applied to one or more portions of said content andfor“

the entry of content control parameter data tsuch a time period

before which said content may not be used. cost of use of content.

10 and/or pricing discount control parameters such as software

program suite sale discounting). Once required and/or optional

content control information is established by a provider and/or

user. it may function as content control information which may

be, in part or in full. applied aut0m.'1tiC:1ll_\‘ to certain. or all.

15 content which is embedded in a VDE content container.

(2.) secure VDE managed negotiation activities. including

the use of a user interface interaction between a user at a

receiving VDE installation and VDE content control information

20 associated with the content being submitted for embedding. For

example, such associated control information may propose

certain content information and the content receiver may, for

example, accept, select from a plurality, reject, offer alternative

control information, and/or apply conditions to the use of cextain
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content control information (for example, accept a certain one or

more controls if said content is used by a certain one or more

users and/or if the volume of usage of certain content exceeds a

certain level).

(3.) a secure, automated, VDE electronic negotiation

process involving VDE content control information of the

receiving VDE content container and/or VDE installation and

content control information associated with the submitted

10 content (such as control information in a permissions record of a

contributed VDE object. certain component assemblies,

parameter data in one or more UDEs and/or MDES. etc. 1.

Content embedded into a VDE content container may be

15 embedded in the form of:

(1.) content that is directly, securely integrated into

previously existing content of a VDE content container (said

container may be a parent or embedded content container;

20 without the formation of a new container object. Content control

information associated with said content after embedding must

be consistent with any pre-embedding content control

infonnation controlling, at least in part, the establishment of

control information required after embedding. Content control
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information for such directly integrated, embedded content may

be integrated into. andjor otherwise comprise a portion of, control

information (eg. in one or more permissions records containing

content control information: for said VDE container, and/or

01

(2.) content that is integrated into said container in one or

more objects which are nested within said VDE content container

object. In this instance, control information for said content may

be carried by either the content control information for the

10 parent VDE content container, or it may, for example. be in part

or in full carried by one or more permissions records contained

within andjor specifically associated with one or more content

containing nested VDE objects. Such nesting of VDE content

containing objects within a parent VDE content container may

15 employ a number of levels, that is a VDE content container

nested in a VDE content container may itself contain one or more

nested VDE content containers. 

VDE content containers may have a nested structure

20 comprising one or more nested containers (objects) that may

themselves store further containers and/or one or more types of

content. for example, text, images. audio. and/or any other type

of electronic i.nformation ( object content may be specified by

content control information referencing, for example, byte offset
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locations on storage media). Such content may be stored.

communicated. and/or used in stream (such as dynamically

accumulating and/or flowing) and/or static (fixed, such as

predefined, complete file‘) form. Such content may be derived by

U! extracting a subset of the content of one or more VDE content

of a VDE aware application or operating system having

extraction capability) may be identified for extraction from each

10 of one or more locations within one or more VDE content

containers and may then be securely embedded into a new or

existing VDE content container through processes executing

VDE controls in a secure subsystem PPE 650. Such extraction

and embedding IVDE "exporting": involves securely protecting,

15 including securely executing. the VDE exporting processes.

A VDE activity related to VDE exporting and embedding

involves performing one or more tr:-msformations of VDE content

from one secure form to one or more other secure forms. Such

20 transformationls) may be performed with or without moving

transformed content to a new VDE content container (e.g. by

component assemblies operating within a PPE that do not reveal,

in unprotected form. the results or other output of such

transforming processes without further VDE processes governing
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use of at least a portion of said content). One example of such a

transformation process may involve performing mathematical

transformations and producing results, such as mathematical

results, while retaining, none, some, or all of the content

5 information on which said transformation was performed. Other

examples of such transformations include converting a document

format (such as from a WordPerfect format to a Word for

Windows format, or an SGML document to a Postscript

document), changing a video format isuch as a QuickTime video

10 format to a MPEG video format), performing an artificial

intelligence process (such as analyzing text to produce a

summary report). and other processing that derives VDE secured

content from other VDE secured content.

15 Figure 79 shows an example of an arrangement of

commercial VDE users. The users in this example create,

distribute, redistribute, and use content in a variety of ways.

This example shows how certain aspects of control information

associated with content may evolve as control information passes

20 through a chain of handling and control. These VDE users and

controls are explained in more detail below.

Creator A in this example creates a VDE container and

provides associated content control information that includes
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references (amongst other things) to several examples of possible

"types" of VDE control information. In order to help illustrate

this example, some of the VDE control information passed to

another VDE participant is grouped into three categories in the

(Jl following more detailed discussion: distribution control

ixiformation, redistribution control information, and usage

control information. In this example. a fourth category of

embedding control informationcan be considered an element of

all three of the preceding categories. Other groupings of control

10 information are possible (VDE does not require organizing

control information in this way). The content control information

associated with this example ofa container created by creator A

is indicated on Figure 80 as CA. Figure 80 further shows the

VDE participants who may receive enabling control information

15 related to creator A’s VDE content container. Some of the control

information in this example is explained in more detail below.

Some of the distribution control informationain this

example, control information primarily associated with creation,

20 modification, and/or use of control information by distributors)

specified by creator A includes: ( a) distributors will compensate

creator A for each active user of the content of the container at

the rate of $10 per user per month. lib") distributors are budgeted

such that they may allow no more than 100 independent users to
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gain access to such content (i.e. may create no more than 100

permissions records reflecting content access rights» without

replenishing this budget, and (c) no distribution rights may be

passed on in enabling control information (eg. permissions

5 records and associated component assemblies) created for

distribution to other participants.

Some of the content redistribution control information ( in

this example. control information produced by a distributor

10 within the scope permitted by a more senior participant in a

chain of handling and control and passed to user/providers (in

this example. user/distributors) and associated with controls

and/or other requirements associated with redistribution

activities by such userxdistributors; specified by creator A

15 includes: (a) a requirement that control information enabling

content access may be redistributed by user/‘distributors no more

than 2 levels. and further requires that each redistribution

decrease this value by one, such that a first redistributor is

restricted to two levels of redistribution, and a second

20 redistributor to whom the first redistributor delivers permissions

will be restricted to one additional level of redistribution, and

users receiving permissions from the second redistributor will be

unable to perform further redistribution ("such a restriction may

be enforced, for example, by including as one aspect of a VDE
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control method associated with creating new permissions a

requirement to invoke one or more methods that: (i) locate the

current level of redistribution stored, for example, as an integer

value in a UDE associated with such one or more methods, (ii)
on ooB

"U§ 9m (T <59. o*2 >1m E“an ff‘:1U‘CC. oD <E’.I:m 8 m
0‘?

<191.C5° 5

value, increment such level of redistribution value by one before

delivering such a UDE to a user as an aspect of content control

information associated with VDE managed content, or fail the

10 process ifsuch value is equal to such a limiting value), and (b) no

other special restrictions are placed on redistributors.

Some of the usage control information ("in this example,

control information that a creator requires a distributor to

15 provide in control information passed to users and/or

user/distributors) specified by creator A may include, for

example: (a) no moves faiform of distribution explained

elsewhere in this document) of the content are permitted, and (b)

distributors will be required to preserve (at a minimum)

20 sufiicient metering information within usage permissions in

order to calculate the number of users who have accessed the

container in a month and to prevent further usage after a rental

has expired (e.g. by using a meter method designed to report

access usages to creator A through a chain of handling and
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reporting. and/or the use of expiration dates and/or time-aged

encryption keys within a permissions record or other required

control information).

5 Some of the extracting and/or embedding control

information specified by creator A in this example may include a

requirement that no extracting and/or embedding of the content

is or will be permitted by parties in a chain of handling and

control associated with this control information, except for users

10 who have no redistribution rights related to such VDE secured

content provided by Creator A. Alternatively, or in addition. as

regards different portions of said content. control information

enabling certain extraction and/or embedding may be provided

along with the redistribution rights described in this example for

15 use by user/distributors ( who may include user content

aggregators, that is they may provide content created by, and/or

received from, different sources so as to create their own content

products).

20 Distributor A in this example has selected a basic

approach that distributor A prefers when offering enabling

content control information to users and/or user/distributors that

favors rental of content access rights over other approaches. In

this example, some of the control information provided by
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creators will permit distributor A to fulfill this favored approach

directly, and other control structures may disallow this favored

approach (unless, for example, distributor A completes a

successful VDE negotiation allowing such an approach and

UI
supporting appropriate control information). Many of the control

structures received by distributor A, in this example, are derived

from (and reflect the results of) a VDE negotiation process in

which distributor A indicates a preference for distribution control

information that authorizes the creation of usage control

10 information reflecting rental based usage rights. Such

distribution control information may allow distributor A to

introduce and/or modify control structures provided by creators

in such a way as to create control information for distribution to

users and/or user/distributors that. in effect. "rent" access rights.

15 Furthermore, distributor A in this example services requests

from user/distributors for redistribution rights. and therefore

also favors distribution control information negotiated (or

otherwise agreed to) with creators that permits distributor A to

include such rights as an aspect of control information produced

20 by distributor A.

In this example, distributor A and creator A may use VDE

to negotiate (for example, VDE negotiate) for a distribution

relationship. Since in this example creator A has produced a
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VDE content container and associated control information that

indicates creator A's desire to receive compensation based on

rental of usage rights. and such control information further

indicates that creator A has placed acceptable restrictions in

5 redistribution control information that distributor A may use to

service requests from user/distributors. distributor A may accept

creator A's distribution control information without any

negotiated changes.

10 After receiving enabling distribution control information

from creator A. distributor A may manipulate an application

program to specify some or all of the particulars of usage control

information for users and/or user/distributors enabled by

distributor A (as allowed. or not prevented. by senior control

15 information». Distributor A may, for example. determine that a

price of $15 per month per user would meet distributor A's

business objectives with respect to payments from users for

creator A’s container. Distributor A must specify usage control

information that fulfill the requirements of the distribution

20 control information given to distributor A by creator For

example, distributor A may include any required expiration

dates and/or time-aged encryption keys in the specification of

control information in accordance with creator A's requirements.

If distributor A failed to include such information (or to meet
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other requirements) in their specification of control information,

the control method(s) referenced in creator A’s permissions

record and securely invoked within a PPE 650 to actually create

this control information would, in this example, fail to execute in

on the desired way (e.g. based on checks of proposed values in

certain fields, a requirement that certain methods be included in

permissions, etc.) until acceptable information were included in

distributor A's control information specification.

10 In this example. user A may have established an account

with distributor A such that user A may receive VDE managed

content usage control information from distributor A. User A

may receive content usage control infonnation from distributor A

to access and use creator A's content. Since the usage control

15 information has passed through «and been added to, and/or

modified by) a chain of handling including distributor A, the

usage control information requested from distributor A to make

use of creator A’s content will, in this example. reflect a

composite of control information from creator A and distributor

20 A. For example, creator A may have established a meter method

that will generate an audit record if a user accesses creator A’s

VDE controlled content container if the user has not previously

accessed the container Within the same calendar month (eg. by

storing the date of the user's last access in a UDE associated
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with an open container event referenced in a method core of such

a meter method and comparing such a date upon subsequent

access to determine if such access has occurred within the same

calendar month). Distributor A may make use of such a meter

5 method in a control method (e.g. also created and/or provided by

creator A, or created and/or provided by distributor A) associated

with opening creator A’s container that invokes one or more

billing and/or budget methods created. modified, referenced in

one or more permissions records and/"or parameterized by

10 distributor A to reflect a charge for monthly usage as described

above. If distributor A has specified usage and/or redistribution

control information within the boundaries permitted by creator

A's senior control information, a new set of control information

(shown as DA(C__,_) in Figure 80) may be associated with creator

15 A’s VDE content container when control information associated

with that container by distributor A are delivered to users and/or

user/distributors luser A, user B, and userxdistributor A in this

example).

20 In this example, user A may receive control information

related to creator A's VDE content container from distributor A.

This control information may represent an extended agreement

between user A and distributor A (e.g. regarding fees associated

with use of content. limited redistribution rights, etc.) and
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distributor A and creator A (e.g. regarding the character, extent,

handling. reporting, and/or other aspects of the use and/or

creation of VDE controlled content usage information and/or

(content control information received. for example, by distributor
On

A from creator A, or vice versa, or in other VDE content usage

information handling). Such an extended agreement is enforced

by processes operating within a secure subsystem of each

particip'ant’s VDE installation. The portion of such an extended

agreement representing control information of creator A as

10 modified by distributor A in this example is represented by

D_\(CA_‘.I, including, for example, (a) control structures (e.g. one or

course of using creator A's content in conformance with

15 requirements stated in such control information. (c) making

payments (including automatic electronic credit and/or currency

payments "executed" in response to such usage) as a consequence

of such usage (wherein such consequences may also include

electronically, securely and automatically receiving a bill

20 delivered through use ofVDE, wherein such a bill is derived

from said usage), (d) other actions by user A and/or a VDE secure

subsystem at user A's VDE installation that are a consequence of

such usage and/or such control information.
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In addition to control infomtiation DA(C ), user A may

enforce her own control information on her usage of creator A’s

VDE content container (within the limits of senior content

control information). This control information may include, for

01 example, (a; transaction, session, time based, and/or other

thresholds placed on usage such that if such thresholds (e.g.

quantity limits. for example, self imposed limits on the amount of

expenditure per activity parameter) are exceeded user A must

give explicit approval before continuing, (bi privacy requirements

10 of user A with respect to the recording and/or transmission of

certain usage related details relating to user A’s usage of creator

A’s content. Icy backup requirements that user A places on

herself in order to help ensure a preservation of value remaining

in creator A's content container and/or local store of electronic

15 credit and/or currency that might otherwise be lost due to system

failure or other causes. The right to perform in some or all of

these examples of user A's control information, in some

examples. may be negotiated with distributor A. Other such user

specified control information may be enforced independent of any

20 control information received from any content provider and may

be set in relationship to a user’s, or more generally, a VDE

installation’s. control information for one or more classes, or for

all classes, of content and/or electronic appliance usage. The

entire set of VDE control information that may be in place
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during user A's usage of creator A’s content container is referred

to on Figure 80 as UA( DA(CA)). This set may represent the

control information originated by creator A, as modified by

distributor A, as further modified by user A, all in accordance

distributor A, and creator A regarding creator A’s VDE content

container. User B may, for example. also receive such control

10 information D_\( CA) from distributor A. and add her own control

information i.n authorized ways to form the set UB(DA(C_\I ).

User/distributor A may also receive VDE control

information from distributor A related to creator A’s VDE

15 content container. User/distributor A may, for example, both use

creator A’s content as a user and act as a redistributor of control

information. In this example, control information D __\(C A) both

enables and limits these two activities. To the extent permitted

by DA(C‘_,_), user/distributor A may create their own control

20 information based on DA( CA) -— UDAl'DA( C-A)) -- that controls both

user/distributor A’s usage (in a manner similar to that described

above in connection with user A and user B). and control

information redistributed by user/distributor A (in a manner

similar to that described above in connection with distributor A).
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For example, if user/distributor A redistributes UDA( DA( CA)) to

user/distributor B. user/distributor B may be required to report

certain usage information to user/distributor A that was not

required by eithericreator A or distributor A. Alternatively or in

addition, user/distributor B may. for example, agree to payUI

user/distributor Aa fee to use creator A's content based on the

number of minutes user/distributor B uses creator A’s content

(rather than the monthly fee charged to user/distributor A by

distributor A for user/distributor B's usage ~.

10

In this example. user/distributor A may distribute control

information b'DA(iDA(CA)) to userfdistributor B that permits
user/distributor to further redistribute control information

associated with creator A's content. L'ser'ciistributor B may

15 make a new set ofcontrol information CD8’ L'D__\(D“(CA))). If the

control information U'DA(DA(C__\1,» peI'Tnit5 user/distributor B to

redistribute, the restrictions on redistribution from creator A in 

this example will prohibit the set UDBlL'D_.\( DA! C;.¥_‘i_) from

including further redistribution rights seg. providing

20 redistribution rights to user B) because the chain of handling

from distributor A to user/distributor A (distribution) and the

continuation of that chain from user/distributor A to

user/distributor B (first level of redistribution; and the further

continuation of that chain to another user represents two levels
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of redistribution. and, therefore, a set UDB(UDA(DA(CA))) may

not, in this example, include further redistribution rights.

As indicated in Figure 79. user B may employ content from

OI
both user/distributor B and distributor A (amongst others). In

this example, as illustrated in Figure 80. user B may receive

control information associated with creator A's content from

distributor A and/or user/distributor B. In either case, user B

may be able to establish their own control information on DA(C__\_)

10 and/or UDB(UDA(DA(CA))). respectively (if allowed by such

control information. The resulting settsv of control information,

UB(DA(CA)) andfor UB('UDB(UDAI D_'\!C__\mI respectively, may

represent different control scenarios. each of which may have

benefits for user B. As described in connection with an earlier

15 example, user B may have received control information from

user/distributor B along a chain of handling including

user/distributor A that bases fees on the number of minutes that

user B makes use of creator A’s content (and requiring

user/distributor A to pay fees of$15 per month per user to

20 distributor A regardless of the amount of usage by user B in a

calendar month). This may be more favorable under some

circumstances than the fees required by a direct use of control

infonnation provided by distributor A. but may also have the

disadvantage of an exhausted chain of redistribution and, for
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example, further usage information reporting requirements

included in UDB(UDA(DA(CA))). If the two sets of control

information DA(CA) and UDB(UDA(D_,_(C_‘.\))) permit (e.g. do not

require exclusivity enforced, for example, by using a registration

5 interval in an object registry used by a secure subsystem of user

B’s VDE installation to prevent deregistration and reregistration

of different sets of control information related to a certain

container (or registration of plural copies of the same content

having different control information and/or being supplied by

10 different content providers) within a particular interval of time

as an aspect of an extended agreement for a chain of handling

and control reflected in D__\(CAl and/or L’DB(UDA(DA(CA)')J ), user

B may have both sets of control information registered and may

make use of the set that they find preferable under a given usage

15 scenario.

In this example, creator B creates a VDE content container

and associates a set of VDE control information with such

container indicated in Figure 81 as CB. Figure 81 further shows

20 the VDE participants who may receive enabling control

information related to creator B's VDE content container. In this

example, control information may indicate that distributors of

creator B’s content: (a) must pay creator B $0.50 per kilobyte of

information decrypted by users and/or user/distributors
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authorized by such a distributor. (b) may allow users and/or

user/distributors to embed their content container in another

container while maintaining a requirement that creator B

receive $0.50 per kilobyte of content decrypted, (c) have no
on

restrictions on the number of enabling control information sets

that may be generated for users and/or user/distributors, id)

must report information concerning the number of such

distributed control information sets at certain time intervals (e.g.

at least once per month). fe) may create control inforrnaticn that

10 allows users and/or user/distributors to perform up to three

moves of their control information. (D may allow redistribution of

control information by user/distributors up to three levels of

redistribution. (g) may allow up to one move per user receiving

redistributed control information from a user/distributor.

In this example, distributor A may request control

information from creator B that enables distributor A to

20 connection with creator B. As stated earlier, distributor A has

distributor A. Creator B’s distribution control information in

this example does not force a model including "rental" of rights.
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but rather bases payment amounts on the quantity of content

decrypted by a user or user/distributor. In this example,

distributor A may use VDE to negotiate with creator B to include

a different usage information recording model allowed by creator

5 V B. This model may be based on including one or more meter

methods in control structures associated with creator B’s

container that will record the number of bytes decrypted by end

users, but not charge users a fee based on such decryptions;

rather distributor A proposes, and creator B's control information

10 agrees to allow. a "rental" model to charge users, and determines

the amount of payments to creator B based on information

recorded by the bytes decrypted meter methods and/or collections

of payment from users.

15 Creator B may, for example. ea; accept such a new control

model with distributor A acting as the auditor leg. trusting a

control method associated with processing audit information

received by distributor A from users of creator B’s content using

a VDE secure subsystem at distributor A's site, and further to

20 securely calculate amounts owed by distributor A to creator B

and, for example, making payments to creator B using a

mutually acceptable budget method managing payments to

creator B from credit and/or currency held by distributor A), (bl

accept such a new control model based on distributor A’s
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acceptance of a third party to perform all audit functions

associated with this content, (c) may accept such a model if

information associated with the one or more meter methods that

record the number of bytes decrypted by users is securely

5 packaged by distributor B’s VDE secure subsystem and is

securely, employing VDE communications techniques, sent to

creator B in addition to distributor A. and/or (d) other mutually

acceptable conditions. Control information produced by

distributor A based on modifications performed by distributorA

10 as permitted by CB are referred to in this example as DA(CB).

User A may receive a set of control information DA(‘CB)

from distributor A. As indicated above in connection with

content received from creator A via a chain of handling including

15 distributor A, user A may apply their own control information to

the control information DA(CB). to the extent permitted by

DA(CB), to produce a set of control information UA(DA(CB)). The

set of control information DA(CB) may include one or more meter

methods that record the number of bytes of content from creator

20 B’s container decrypted by user A (in order to allow correct

calculation of amounts owed by distributor A to creator B for

user A’s usage of creator B’s content in accordance with the
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associated with recording usage such that distributor A may

gather sufficient information to securely generate billings

associated with user A’s usage of creator B’s content and based

’on a "rental" model (e.g. distributor A may, for example, have

5 included a meter method that records each calendar month that

user A makes use of creator B’s content, and relates to further

V control information that charges user A $10 per month for each

such month during which user A makes use of such content.)

10 User/distributor A may receive control information C B

directly from creator B. ln this case, creator B may use VDE to

negotiate with user/distributor A and deliver a set of control

information CB that may be the same or differ from that

described above in connection with the distribution relationship

15 established between creator B and distributor A. For example,

user/distributor A may receive control information CB that

includes a requirement that user/distributor A pay creator B for

content decrypted by user/distributor A (‘and any participant

receiving distributed and/or redistributed control information

20 from user/distributor A) at the rate of $0.50 per kilobyte. As

indicated above, user/distributor A also may receive control

information associated with creator B’s VDE content container

from distributor A. In this example, user/distributor A may have

a choice between paying a "rental" fee through a chain of
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handling passing through distributor A, and a fee based on the

quantity of decryption through a chain of handling direct to

creator B. In this case, user/distributor A may have the ability to

choose to use either or both of C B and DA(CB). As indicated

5 earlier in connection with a chain of handling including creator A

and distributor A, user/distributor A may apply her own control

information to the extent permitted by CB and/or DA(CB) to form

the sets of control information UDA(CB) and UDA(DA(CB)),
respectively.

10

As illustrated in Figure 81. in this example, user B may

receive control information associated with creator B's VDE

content container from six different sources: CB directly from

creator B, DAICB) from distributor A. L-'DB(UDA(DA(CB))) and/or

15 UDB(UDA(CB)) from user/distributor B. DC(CB) from distributor

C, and/or DB(DC(CB)) from distributor B. This represents six

chains of handling through which user B may enter into

extended agreements with other participants in this example.

Two of these chains pass through user/distributor B. Based on a

20 VDE negotiation between user/distributor B and user B, an

extended agreement may be reached (if permitted by control

information governing both parties) that reflects the conditions

under which user B may use one or both sets of control

information. In this example, two chains of handling and control
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may "converge" at user/distributor B. and then pass to 11581‘ B

(and if control information permits. later diverge once again

based on distribution and/or redistribution by user B).

01 In this example. creator C produces one or more sets of

control information C C associated With a VDE content container

created by creator C, as shown in Figure 82. Figure 82 further

shows the VDE participants who may receive enabling control‘

information related to creator C’s VDE content container. The

10 content in such a container is, in this example. organized into a

set of text articles. In this example control information may

include one or more component assemblies that describe the

articles within such a container (e.g. one or more event methods

referencing map tables and/or algorithms that describe the

15 extent of each article). CC may further include. for example: (a)

a requirement that distributors ensure that creator C receive $1

per article accessed by users and/or userfdistributors. which

payment allows a user to access such an article for a period of no

more than six months (e.g. using a map-type meter method that

20 is aged once per month, time aged decryption keys. expiration

dates associated with relevant permissions records. etc.). (b)

control information that allows articles from creator C's

container to be extracted and embedded into another container

for a one time charge per extractjembed of 810, (C) prohibits
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extracted/embedded articles from being reextracted, (d) permits

distributors to create enabling control information for up to 1000

users or user/distributors per month, (e) requires that

information regarding the number of users and user/distributors

on enabled by a distributor be reported to creator C at least once per

week, (0 permits distributors to enable users or user/distributors

to perform up to one move of enabling control information, and

(g) permits up to 2 levels of redistribution by user/distributors.

10 In this example, distributor B may establish a distribution

relationship with creator C. Distributor B in this example may

have established a business model that favors the distribution of

control information to users and userfdistributors that bases

payments to distributor B based on the number of accesses

15 performed by such VDE participants. In this example,

distributor B may create a modified set DB(CC) of enabling

control infonnation for distribution to users and/or

user/distributors. This set DB(CC) may. for example, be based on

a negotiation using VDE to establish a fee of $0.10 per access per

20 user for users and/or user/'distributors who receive control

information from distributor B. For example, if one or more

map-type meter methods have been included in CC to ensure

that adequate information may be gathered from users and/or

user/distributors to ensure correct payments to creator C by
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distributor B based on CC. such methods may be preserved in the

set DB(CC), and one or more further meter methods (and any

other necessary control structures such as billing and/or budget

methods) may be included to record each access such that the set

U!
DB(CC) will also ensure that distributor B will receive payments

based on each access.

The client administrator in this example may receive a set

of content control information DB(CC) that differs, for example,

10 from control information received by user B from distributor B.

For example. the client administrator may use VDE to negotiate

with distributor B to establish a set of control information for

content from all creators for whom distributor B may provide

enabling content control information to the client administrator.

15 For example, the client administrator may receive a set of control

between the client administrator and distributor B. The client

administrator may include a set of modifications to DB(CC) and

form a new set CA(DB(CC)) that includes control information

20 that may only be available to users and user/distributors within

the same organization as the client administrator (e.g.

coworkers, employees, consultants, etc.) In order to enforce such

an arrangement, CA(DB(CC)) may, for example, include control

structures that examine name services information associated
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with a user or user/distributor during registration. establish a

new budget method administered by the client administrator and

required for use of the content, etc.

OI
A distributor may provide redistribution rights to a client

administrator which allows said administrator to redistribute

rights to create permissions records for certain content

(redistribute rights to use said content) only within the

administrator’s organization and to no other parties. Similarly,

10 such administrator may extend such a “limited” right to

redistribute to department and/or other administrator within his

organization such that they may redistribute such rights to use

content based on one or more restricted lists of individuals

and/or classes and/or other groupings of organization personnel

15 as defined by said administrator. This VDE capability to limit

redistribution to certain one or more parties and/or classes

and/or other groupings of VDE users a.nd/or installations can be

applied to content by any VDE content provider, so long as such

a control is allowed by senior control inforrnation.

20

User D in this example may receive control information

from either the client administrator and/or user/distributor C.

User/distributor C may, for example. distribute control

information UDC(CA(DB(CC))) to user D that includes a
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departmental budget method managed by user/distributor C to

allow user/distributor C to maintain an additional level of control

over the actions of user D. In this case, UDC(CA(DB(CC))) may

include multiple levels of organizational controls (e.g. controls

5 originating with the client administrator and further controls

originating with user/distributor C) in addition to controls

resulting from a commercial distribution channel. In addition or

alternatively, the client administrator may refuse to distribute

certain classes of control information to user D even ifthe client

10 administrator has adequate control information (e.g. control

information distributed to user/distributor C that allows

redistribution to users such as user D} to help ensure that

control information flows through the client administrator's

organization in accordance with policies. procedures. and/or

15 other administrative processes.

In this example, user E may receive control information 

from the client administrator and/or distributor B‘: For example,

user E may have an account with distributor B even though

20 some control information may be received from the client

administrator. In this case, user B may be permitted to request

and receive control information from distributor B without

restriction, or the client administrator may have, as a matter of

organizational policy, control information in place associated
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with user E’s electronic appliance that limits the scope of user

E’s interaction with distributor B. In the latter case, the client

administrator may, for example, have limited user E to

registering control information with the secure subsystem of user

01 E’s electronic appliance that is not available from the client

price point (e.g. $50 per hour of usage). Alternatively or in

addition, the client administrator may. for example, limit user E

10 to receiving control information from distributor B in which user

E receives a more favorable price (or other control information

criteria) than the price (or other criteria; available in control

information from the client administrator.

15 In this example. creator D may create a VDE content.

container that is designed primarily for integration with other

content (e.g. through use of a VDE extracting/embedding

process), for example, content provided by creator B and creator

C. Figure 83 shows the VDE participants who may receive

20 enabling control information related a VDE content container

produced by creator D. Control information associated with

creator D’s content (CD in Figure 83) may include, for example:

(a) a requirement that distributors make payment of either $1.50

per open per user, or $25 per user for an unlimited number of
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opens, (b) a discount of 20% for any user that has previously paid

for an unlimited number of opens for certain other content

created by creator D (e.g. implemented by including one or more

billing methods that analyze a secure database of a user's VDE

installation to determine if any of such certain other containersOI

are registered. and Further determines the character of rights

held by a user purchasing rights to this container), ( c) a

requirement that distributors report the number of users and

user/distributors enabled by control information produced in

10 accordance with CD after such number exceeds 1000, (d) a

requirement that distributors limit the number of moves by

users and/or userfdistributors to no more than one, (e) a

requirement that distributors limit user/'distributors to no more

than four levels of redistribution. and (fl that distributors may

15 create enabling control information that permits other

distributors to create control information as distributors, but

may not pass this capability to such enabled distributors, and

further requires that audit information associated with use of

control information by such enabled distributors shall pass

20 directly to creator D without processing by such enabling

distributor and that creator D shall pay such an enabling

distributor 10% of any payments received by creator D from such

an enabled distributor.
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In this example, distributor C may receive VDE content

containers from creator B, creator C . and creator D, and

associated sets of control information CB, CC, and CD.

Distributor C may use the embedding control information and

D. In addition or alternatively, distributor C may create

enabling control information for distribution to users and/or

user/distributors K0!‘ in the case of CD, for distributors) for such

10 received containers individually. For example, distributor C may

create a container including content portions (e.g. embedded

containers) from creator B. creator C, and creator D in which

each such portion has control information related to its access

and use that records, and allows an auditor to gather. sufficient

15 information for each such creator to securely and reliably receive

payments from distributor C based on usage activities related to

users and/or user/distributors enabled by distributor C. 

Furthermore, distributor C may negotiate using VDE with some

or all of such creators to enable a model in which distributor C

20 provides overall control information for the entire container

based on a "uniform" fee (e.g. calculated per month, per access,

from a combined model, etc.) charged to users and/or

user/distributors, while preserving the models of each such

creator with respect to payments due to them by distributor C
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based on C8, CC, and/or CD, and, for example, resulting from

each of their differing models for the collection of content usage

information and any related (e.g. advertising) information.

5 In this example, distributor B may receive a VDE content

container and associated content control information CE from

creator E as shown in Figure 83. If CE permits, distributor B

may extract a portion of the content in such a container.

Distributor B may then, for example. embed this portion in a

10 container received from distributor C that contains an

aggregation of VDE objects created by creator B. creator C, and

creator D. Depending on the particular restrictions and/or

permissions in the sets of control information received from each

creator and distributor C, distributor B may. for example. be able

15 to embed such an extracted portion into the container received

from distributor C as an independent VDE object, or directly into

content of "in place" objects from creator B. creator C, and/or

creator D. Alternatively, or in addition. distributor B may, if

permitted by CE, choose to distribute such an extracted portion

20 of content as an independent VDE object.

User B may, in this example, receive a VDE content

container from distributor C that is comprised of VDE objects

created by creator B, creator C, and creator D. In addition. user
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B may receive a VDE content container from distributor B that

contains the same content created by creator B, creator C, and

creator D in addition to one or more extracted/embedded portions

of content created by creator E. User B may base decisions

5 concerning which of such containers they choose to use

(including which embedded containers she may wish to use), and

under which circumstances, based on, for example, the character

of such-extracted/embedded portions (e.g. multimedia

presentations illustrating potential areas of interest in the

10 remainder of the content, commentary explaining and/or

expositing other elements of content, related works, improved

application software delivered as an element of content, etc.); the

quality, utility, and/or price (or other attributes of control

information) of such portions; and other considerations which

15 distinguish the containers and/or content control information

received, in this example, from distributor B and distributor C.

User B may receive content control information from

distributor B for such a VDE content container that permits user

20 B to add and/or modify content contained therein. User B may,

for example, desire an ability to annotate content in such a

container using a VDE aware word processor or other

application(s). If permitted by senior control information, some

or all of the content may be available to user B for modification
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and/or additions. In this case, user B is acting as a VDE creator

for added and/or modified content. User B may, for example,

provide new control information for such content, or may be

’ required (or desire to) make use of existing control information

5 (or control information included by senior members of a chain of

handling for this purpose) to manage such content (based on

control information related to such a container and/or contained

objects).

10 In this example, VDE 100 has been used to enable an

environment including, for example, content distribution,

redistribution, aggregation (extracting and/or embedding),

reaggregation, modification, and usage. The environment in this

example allows competitive models in which both control

15 information and content may be negotiated for and have

diflerent particulars based on the chain of handling through

which control information and/or content has been passed.

Furthermore, the environment in this example permits content

to be added to, and/or modified by, VDE participants receiving

20 control information that enables such activities.
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Example - Content Distribution Through a Content VDE Chain
of Handling

Figure 84 reflects certain aspects of a relatively simple

5 model 3400 of VDE content distribution involving several

categories of VDE participants. In this instance, and for

simplicity of reference purposes, various portions of content are

represented as discrete items in the form of VDE content

10 be integrated together in a single object and may (as may the

contents of any VDE content container object if allowed by

content control information) be extracted in whole or part by a

user. In this example, publishers of historical/educational

multimedia content have created VDE content containers

15 through the use of content objects available from three content

resources:

0 a Video Library 3402 product available to Publishers on

optical discs and containing video clip VDE objects

20 representing various historical situations,

0 an Internet Repository 3404 which stores history

information text and picture resources in VDE objects

which are available for downloading to Publishers and

25 other users, and
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0 an Audio Library 3406, also available on optical discs, and

containing various pieces of musical performances and

vocal performances (for example, historical narrations)

which can be used alone or to accompany other educational

5 historical materials.

The information provided in library 3402, repository 3404,

and library 3406 may be provided to d.ifi'erent publishers 3408(a),

3408(b), 3408(n). Publishers 3408 may, in turn, provide some

10 or all of the information they obtain to end users 3410.

In this example, the Video Library 3402 control

information allows publishers to extract objects from the Video

Library product container and content control information

15 enabling use of each extracted object during a calendar year if

the object has a license cost of $50 or less, and is shorter than 45

minutes in duration, and 20,000 copies of each of any other

extracted objects, and further requires all video objects to be

VDE fingerprinted upon decryption. The Audio Library 3404 has

20 established similar controls that match its_ business model. The

Internet Repository 3406 VDE containerizes, including encrypts,

selected object content as it streams out of the Repository in

response to an online, user request to download an object. The

Repository 3406 may fingerprint the identification of the
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receiving VDE installation into its content prior to encryption

and communication to a publisher, and may further require user

identification fingerprinting of their content when decrypted by

’ said Publisher or other content user.

The Publishers 3408 in this example have selected, under

p terms and conditions VDE negotiated (or otherwise agreed to)

with the providing resources, various content pieces which they

combine together to form their VDE object container products for
10 their teacher customers. Publisher 3408(A) has combined video

objects extracted from the Video Library 3402 (as indicated by
circles). text and image objects extracted from the Internet

Repository 3404 (indicated by diamonds), and one musical piece

and one historical narration extracted from the Audio Library

15 3406 (as indicated by rectangles). Publisher 3408(B) has

extracted a similar array of objects to be combined into his

product, and has further added graphical elements (indicated by

a hexagon) created by Publisher 3408(B) to enhance the product.

Publisher 3408(C) has also created a product by combining

20 objects from the Internet Repository 3404 and the Audio Library

3406. In this example, all publisher products are delivered, on

their respective optical discs, in the form of VDE content

container_ objects with embedded objects, to a modern high school

for installation on the high school’s computer network.
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In this particular example, End-Users 3410 are teachers

who use their VDE node’s secure subsystems to access the VDE

installation on their high school server that supports the

publishers’ products (in an alternative example, the high school

5 may maintain only a server based VDE installation). These

teachers license the VDE products from one or more of the

publishers and extract desired objects from the VDE product

content containers and either download the extracted VDE

content in the form of VDE content containers for storage on

10 their classroom computers and/or as appropriate and/or eflicient.

The teachers may store extracted content in the form of VDE

content containers on server mass storage (and/or if desired and

available to an end-user, and further according to acceptable

pricing and/or other terms and conditions and/or senior content

15 control information, they may store extracted information in

“clear” unencrypted form on their nodes’ and/or server storage

means). This allows the teachers to play, and/or otherwise use,

the selected portions of said publishers’ products, and as shown

in two instances in this example, add further teacher and/or

20 student created content to said objects. End-user 3410(2), for

example, has selected a video piece 1 received from Publisher A,

who received said object from the Video Library. End-user

3410(3) has also received a video piece 3 from the same Publisher

3408(A) wherein said piece was also available to her from
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Publisher 3408(B), but perhaps under not as favorable terms and

conditions (such as a support consultation telephone line). In

addition, end-user 3410(3) has received an audio historical

narration from Publisher 3408(B) which corresponds to the

5 content of historical reference piece 7. End-user 3410(3) has also

received a corresponding historical reference piece 7 (a book)

from publisher 3408(2) who received said book from the Internet

Repository 3404. In this instance, perhaps publisher 3408(2)

charged less for said book because end-user 3410(3) has also

10 licensed historical reference piece 7 from him, rather than

publisher 3408(1), who also carried the same book. End-user

3410(3), as a teacher, has selected the items she considers most A

appropriate for her classes and, through use of VDE, has been

able to flexibly extract such items from resources available to her

15 (in this instance, extracting objects from various optical products

provided by publishers and available on the local high school

network server).

Example -- Distribution of Content Control Information Within
20 an Organization

Figure 85 shows two VDE content containers, Container

300(A) and Container 300(B), that have been distributed to a

VDE Client Administrator 3450 in a large organization. As

25 shown in the figure, Container 300(A) and Container 300(B), as
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they arrive at the corporation, carry certain control information

specifying available usage rights for the organization. As can be

further seen in Figure 85, the client administrator 3450 has

distributed certain subsets of these rights to certain department

5 administrators 3452 of her organization, such as Sales and

Marketing Administrator 3452(1), Planning Administrator

3452(2), and Research and Development Administrator 3452(k).

In each instance, the Client Administrator 3450 has decided

which usage options and how much budget should be made

10 available to each department.

Figure 85 is a simplified example and, for example, the

Client Administrator 3450 could have added further VDE

_ controls created by herself and/or modified and/or deleted in

15 place controls (if allowed by senior content control information)

and/or (if allowed by control information) she could have further

divided the available monetary budget (or other budgets) among
 

specific usage activities. In this example, departmental

administrators have the same rights to determine the rights of

20 departmental end-users as the client administrator has in regard

to departments. In addition, in this example (but not shown in

Figure 85) the client administrator 3450 and/or content

provider(s) may also determine certain control information which

must directly control (including providing rights related to) end-
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user content usage and/or the consequences of said usage for all

or certain classes of end-users. In the example shown in Figure

85, there are only three levels of VDE participants within the

organization:

C):
a Client Administrator 3450,

department administrators 3452, and

end-users 3454.

10 organization (e.g., division, department, project, network, group,

end-users, etc). In addition, administrators in a VDE moclel may

also themselves be VDE content users.

Within an organization, VDE installations may be a.t each

15 end-user 3454 node, only on servers or other multiple user

computers or other electronic appliances, or there may be a

mixed environment. Determination as to the mix of VDE server

and/or node usage may be based on organization and/or content

provider security, performance, cost overhead, or other

20 considerations.

In this example, communications between VDE

participants in Figure 85 employs VDE secure communication

techniques between VDE secure subsystems supporting PPEs
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and other VDE secure system components at each VDE

installation within the organization.

Example -- Another Content Distribution Example

5 Creators of VDE protected content may interact with other

VDE participants in many different ways. A VDE creator 102

may, for example, distribute content and/or content control

information directly to users, distribute content and/or content

control information to commercial content repositories, distribute

10 content and/or content control information to corporate content

repositories, and/or distribute content and/or content control

information to other VDE participants. If a creator 102 does not

interact directly with all users of her content, she may transmit

distribution permissions to other VDE participants that permit

15 such participants to further distribute content and/or content

control information. She may also allow further distribution of

VDE content and/or content control information by, for example,

not restricting redistribution of control information, or allowing a

VDE participant to act as a “conduit” for one or more permissions

20 records that can be passed along to another party, wherein said

permissions record provides for including the identification of the

first receiving party and/or the second receiving party.
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Figure 86 shows one possible arrangement of VDE

participants. In this example. creator 102 may employ one or

more application sofizware programs and one or more VDE secure

subsystems to place unencrypted content intoVDE protected

5 form ii.e., into one or more VDE content containers). In addition,

creator 102 may produce one or more distribution permissions

3502 and/or usage permissions 3500 as an aspect of control

information associated with such VDE protected content. Such

distribution and/or usage permissions 3500, 3502 may be the

10 same (e.g., all distribution permissions may have, substantively

all the same characteristics), or they may differ based on the

category and/or class of participant for whom they are produced,

the circumstances under which they are requested and/or

transmitted, changing content control models of either creator

15 102 or a recipient, etc.

In this example, creator 102 transmits (e.g., over a 

network, via broadcast, and/or through transfer ofphysical

media) VDE protected content to user 11221, user 112b, and/or

20 user 112c. In addition, creator 102 transmits, using VDE secure

communications techniques, usage permissions to such users.

User 112a, user 112b, and user 112c may use such VDE

protected content within the restrictions of control information

specified by usage permissions received from creator 102. in this
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case, creator 102 may, for example, manage all aspects of such

users activities related to VDE protected content transmitted to

them by creator 102. Alternatively, creator 102 may, for

example, include references to control information that must be

5 available to users that is not provided by creator 102 (e.g.,

component assemblies managed by another party).

Commercial content repository 200g, in this example, may

receive VDE protected (or otherwise securely delivered) content

10 and distribution, permissions and/or other content usage control

information from creator 102. Commercial content repository

200g may store content securely such that users may obtain

such, when any required conditions are met, content from the

repository 200g. The distribution permissions 3502 may, for

15 example, permit commercial content repository 200g to create

redistribution permissions and/or usage permissions 3500, 3502

using a VDE protected subsystem within certain restrictions

described in content control information received from creator

102 (e.g., not to exceed a certain number of copies, requiring

20 certain payments by commercial content repository 200g to

creator 102, requiring recipients of such permissions to meet

certain reporting requirements related to content usage

information, etc.). Such content control information may be

stored at the repository installation and be applied to
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unencrypted content as it is transmitted from said repository in

response to a user request, wherein said content is placed into a

VDE container as a step in a secure process of communicating

such content to a user. Redistribution permissions may, for

5 example, permit a recipient of such permissions to create a

certain number of usage permissions within certain restrictions

(e.g., only to members of the same household, business other

organization, etc.). Repository 200g may, for example, be

required by control information received from creator 102 to

10 gather and report content usage information from all VDE

participants to whom the repository has distributed permissions.

In this example, power user 112d may receive VDE

protected content and redistribution permissions from

15 commercial content repository 200g using the desktop computer

3504. Power user 112d may, for example, then use application

software in conjunction with a VDE secure subsystem of such

desktop computer 3504 in order to produce usage permissions for

the desktop computer 3504, laptop computer 3506 and/or settop

20 appliance 3508 (assuming redistribution permissions received

from commercial content repository 200g permit such activities).

If permitted by senior control information (for example, from

creator 102 as may be modified by the repository 200g), power

user 112d may add her own restrictions to such usage
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permissions (e.g., restricting certain members of power user

112d’s household using the settop appliance to certain times of

day, amounts of usage, etc. based on their user identification

information). Power user 112d may then transmit such VDE

5 protected content and usage permissions to the laptop computer

3506 and the settop appliance 3508 using VDE secure

communications techniques. In this case, power user 112d has

redistributed permissions from the desktop computer 3504 to the

settop appfiance 3508 and the laptop computer 3506, and

10 periodically the settop appliance and the laptop computer may be

required to report content usage information to the desktop

computer, which in turn may aggregate, and/or otherwise

process, and report user usage information to the repository

200g.

15

User 112e and/or user 112f may receive usage permissions

and VDE protected content from commercial content repository

200g. These users may be able to use such content in ways

authorized by such usage information. In contrast to power user

20 112d, these users may not have requested and/or received

redistribution permissions from the repository 200g. In this

case, these users may still be able to transfer some or all usage

rights to another electronic appliance 600, and/or they may be

permitted to move some of their rights to another electronic
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appliance, if such transferring and/or moving is permitted by the

usage permissions received from the repository 200g. In this

case, such other appliances may be able to report usage

information directly to the repository 200g.

In this example, corporate content repository 702 within

corporation 700 may receive VDE protected content and

distribution permissions from creator 102. The distributio.n

permissions received by corporate repository 702 may, for

10 example, include restrictions that limit repository 702 to

distribution activities within corporation 700.

The repository 702 may, for example, employ an

automated system operating in conjunction with a VDE secure

15 subsystem to receive and/or transmit VDE protected content,

and/or redistribution and/or usage permissions. In this case, an

automated system may, for example, rely on criteria defined by

corporate policies, departmental policies, and/or user preferences

to determine the character of permissions and/or content

20 delivered to various parties (corporation groups and/or

individuals) within corporation 700. Such a system may, for

example, automatically produce redistribution permissions for a

departmental content repository 704 in response to corporation
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700 receiving distribution permissions from creator 102, and/or

produce usage permissions for user 112j and/or user 112k.

The departmental repository 704 may automatically

produce usage permissions for user 112g, user 112h, and/or user

112i. Such users may access content from the corporate content

- repository 702, yet receive usage permissions from departmental

repository 704. In this case, user 112g, user 112h, and/or user

112i may receive usage permissions from departmental

10 repository 704 that incorporate departmental restrictions in

addition to restrictions imposed by senior control information (in

this example, from creator 102, as may be modified by corporate

repository 702, as may be further modified by departmental

repository 704, that reflect a VDE extended agreement

15 incorporating commercial requirements of creator 102 and

corporation 700 in addition to corporate and/or departmental

policies and agreements with corporate personnel of corporation
700).

20 Example—'Vi1-tual Silicon Container’

As discussed above, VDE in one example provides a

"virtual silicon container" ("virtual black box") in that several

different instances of SPU 500 may securely communicate

together to provide an overall secure hardware environment that
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"virtually" exists at multiple locations and multiple electronic

appliances 600. Figure 87 shows one model 3600 of a virtual

silicon container. This virtual container model 3600 includes a

content creator 102. a content distributor 106, one or more

5 content redistributors 106a, one or more client administrators

700, one or more client users 3602, and one or more

clearinghouses 116. Each of these various VDE participants has

an electronic appliance 600 including a protected processing

environment 655 that may comprise, at least in part, a silicon-

10 based semiconductor hardware element secure processing unit

500. The various SPUs 500 each encapsulate a part of the virtual

distribution environment, and thus, together form the virtual

silicon container 3600.

15 Example -- Testing/Examinations

A scheduled SAT examination for high school seniors is

prepared by the Educational Testing Service. The examination

is placed in a VDE container for scheduled release on November

15, 1994 at 1:00 PM Eastern Standard time. The SAT prepares

20 one copy of the container for each school or other location which

will conduct the examination. The school or other location ("test

site") will be provided with a distributed examination container

securely containing the VDE identification for the

"administration" electronic appliance and/or test administrator
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at the test site (such as, a testing organization) and a budget

enabling, for example, the creation of 200 test VDE content

containers. Each container created at the test site may have a

permissions record containing secure identification information

5 for each electronic appliance 600, on the test site's network, that

will be used by a test taker, as well as, for example, an

identification for the student who will take the test. The student

identification could, for example, be in the form of a secure PIN

password which is entered by the student prior to taking the test

10 (a test monitor or administrator might verify the student

identification by entering in a PIN password). Of course,

identification might take the firm of automated voice

recognition, handwriting recognition (signature recognition),

fingerprint information, eye recognition, or similar one or more

15 recognition forms which may be used either to confirm the

identity of the test taker (and/or test monitor/administrator)

and/or may be stored with the test results in a VDE container or

the like or in a location pointed to by certain container

information. This identification may be stored in encrypted or

20 unencrypted form. If stored in encrypted or otherwise protected

form, certain summary information, such as error correction

information, may be stored with the identification information to

authenticate the associated test as corresponding to the

identification.
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As the student takes the test using the computer terminal,

the answers selected may be immediately securely stored (but

may be changed by the student during the test session). Upon

the completion of the test, the student’s answers, along with a

5 reference to the test, are securely stored in a VDE reporting

object which is passed along to the network to the test

administrator and the administration electronic appliance 600.

All test objects for all students could then be placed in a VDE

object 300 for communication to the Educational Testing Service,

10 along with whatever other relevant information (which may also

be secured by VDE 100), including summary information giving

average and mean scores, and other information that might be

desirable to summarize and/or act as an authentication of the

test objects sent. For example, certain information might be sent

15 separately from each student summary object containing

information which helps validate the object as an "authentic" test

object.

Applying VDE to testing scenarios would largely eliminate

20 cheating resulting from access to tests prior to testing (normally

the tests are stolen from a teacher or test administrator). At

ETS, individuals who have access to tests could be limited to only

a portion of the test to eliminate the risk of the theft of a "whole"

test. Employing VDE would also ensure against processing
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errors or other manipulation of test answers, since absolutely

authentic test results can be archived for a reasonable period of

time.

5 Overall, employing VDE 100 for electronic testing will

enable the benefits of electronic testing to be provided without

the substantial risks associated with electronic storing,

communicating, and processing of test materials and testing

results. Electronic testing will provide enormous efiiciency

10 improvements, significantly lowering the cost of conducting and

processing tests by eliminating printing, shipping, handling, and

human processing of tests. At the same time, electronic testing

will allow users to receive a copy (encrypted or unencrypted) of

their test results when they leave the test sessions. This will

15 help protect the tested individual against lost of, or improperly

processed, test results. Electronic testing employing VDE 100

may also ensure that timing related variables of testing (for 

I example precise starting, duration, and stopping times) can be

reliably managed. And, of course, proper use of VDE 100 for the

20 testing process can prevent improper access to test contents prior

to testing and ensure that test taking is properly audited and

authenticated, that is which person took which test, at which

time, on which electronic appliance, at which location. Retesting
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due to lost, stolen, improperly timed, or other variables can be

avoided or eliminated.

VDE assisted testing may, of course, be employed for many

OI different applications including secure identification of

individuals for security/authentication purposes, for employment

(e.g. applying for jobs) applications, and for a full range of

evaluation testing. For example, an airline pilot, or a truck,

train, or bus driver might take a test immediately prior to

10 departure or during travel, with the test evaluating alertness to

test for fatigue, drug use, etc. A certain test may have a different

order and/or combination of test activities each time, or each

group of times, the test is taken. The test or a master test might

be stored in a VDE container (the order of, and which, test

15 questions might be determined by a process executed securely

within an PPE 650). The test responses may be encrypted as

they occur and either locally stored for aggregated (or other test

result) transmission or dynamically transmitted (for example, to

a central test administration computer). If the test taker

20 "flunks" the test, perhaps he or she is then prevented from

operating the vehicle, either by a local PPE 650 issuing control

instructions to that effect on some portion of the vehicle’s

electronic control system or a local PPE failing to decrypt or
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otherwise provide certain key information required for vehicle

operation.

Example -- Appliance Rental

5 Through use of the present invention, electronic appliances

can be "leased" or otherwise provided to customers who, rather

than purchasing a given appliance for unlimited usage, may

acquire the appliance (such as a VCR, television, microwave

oven, etc.) and be charged according to one or more aspects of

10 use. For example, the charge for a microwave might be for each

time it is used to prepare an item and/or for the duration of time

used. A telephone jack could be attached, either consistently or

periodically, to an inexpensive modem operatively attached or

within the microwave (the modem might alternatively be located

15 at a location which services a plurality of items and/or functions

-- such as burglar alarm, light and/or heat control). Alternatively,

such appliances may make use of a network formed by the power

cables in a building to transmit and receive signals.

20 At a periodic interval, usage information (in summary

form and/or detailed) could be automatically sent to a remote

information utility that collects information on appliance usage

(the utility might service a certain brand, a certain type of

appliance, and/or a collection of brands and/or types). The usage
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information would be sent in VDE form (e.g. as a VDE object

300). The information utility might then distribute information

to financial clearinghouse(s) if it did not itself perform the billing

function, or the information "belonging" to each appliance

5 manufacturer and/or lessor (retailer) might be sent to them or to

their agents. In this way a new industry would be enabled of

leased usage of appliances where the leases might be analogous

to car leasing.

10 With VDE installed, appliances could also be managed by

secure identification (PIN, voice or signature recognition, etc.).

This might be required each time a unit is used, or on some

periodic basis. Failure to use the secure identification or use it

on a timely basis could disable an appliance if a PPE 650 issued

15 one or more instructions (or failed to decrypt or otherwise

provide certain information critical to appliance operation) that

prevented use of a portion or all of the appliance’s functions. 

‘This feature would greatly reduce the desirability of stealing an

electronic appliance. A further, allied use of VDE is the

20 "registration" of a VDE secure subsystem in a given appliance

with a VDE secure subsystem at some control location in a home

or business. This control location might also be responsible for

VDE remote communications and/or centralized administration

(including, for example, restricting your children from viewing R
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rated movies either on television or videocassettes through the

recognition of data indicating that a given movie, song, channel,

game, etc. was R rated and allowing a parent to restrict viewing

or listening). Such a control location may, for example, also

5 gather information on consumption of water, gas, electricity,

telephone usage, etc. (either through use of PPEs 650 integrated

in control means for measuring and/or controlling such

consumption, or through one or more signals generated by

non-VDE systems and delivered to a secure subsystem, for

10 example, for processing, usage control (e.g. usage limiting),

and/or billing), transmit such information to one or more

utilities, pay for such consumption using VDE secured electronic

currency and/or credit, etc.

15 In addition, one or more budgets for usage could be

managed by VDE which would prevent improper, excessive use

of a certain, leased appliance, that might, for example lead to

20 could result in a message, for example on a display panel or

central clearinghouse, that the user should upgrade to a more

robust model.
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While the invention has been described in connection with

what is presently considered to be the most practical and

preferred embodiment, it is to be understood that the invention

is not to be limited to the disclosed embodiment, but on the

contrary, is intended to cover va.rious modifications and

equivalent arrangements included within the spirit and scope of

the appended claims.
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EE_C_L.A_I_M:

1. A rights management appliance including:

a user input device,

5 l a user display device,

at least one processor, and

at least one element defining a protected processing

environment,

characterized in that the protected processing environment

10 stores and uses permissions, methods, keys, programs and/or

other information to electronically manage rights.

2. In a rights management appliance including:

a user input device,

15 a user display device,

at least one processor, and

at least one element defining a protected processing

environment,

a method of operating the appliance characterized by the

20 step of storing and using permissions, methods, keys, programs

and/or other information to electronically manage rights.

3. A rights management appliance including at least one

processor element at least in part defining a protected processing
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environment, characterized in that the protected processing

environment stores and uses permissions, methods, keys,

programs and/or other information to electronically manage

rights.

4. In a rights management appliance including at least one

processor element at least in part defining a protected processing

environment, a method comprising storing and using

permissions, methods, keys, programs and/or other information

10 to electronically manage rights.

5. An electronic appliance arrangement containing at least

one secure processing unit and at least one secure database

operatively connected to at least one of said secure processing

15 unit(s), said arrangement including means to monitor usage of at

least one aspect of appliance usage and control said usage based

at least in part upon protected appliance usage control

information.

20 6. In an electronic appliance arrangement containing at least

one secure processing u.nit and at least one secure database

operatively connected to at least one of said secure processing

unit(s), a method characterized by the steps of monitoring usage

of at least one aspect of appliance usage and controlling said
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usage based at least in part upon protected appliance usage
control information.

7. An electronic appliance arrangement containing a

5 protected processing environment and at least one secure

database operatively connected to said protected processing

environment, said arrangement including means to monitor

usage of at least one aspect of an amount of appliance usage and

control said usage based at least in part upon protected

10 appliance usage control information processed at least in part

through use of said protected processing environment.

8. In an electronic appliance arrangement containing a

protected processing environment and at least one secure

15 database operatively connected to said protected processing

environment, a method characterized by the steps of monitoring

usage of at least one aspect of appliance usage and controlling i

said usage based at least in part upon protected appliance usage

control information processed at least in part through use of said

20 protected processing environment.

9. An electronic appliance arrangement containing one or

more CPUs wherein at least one of the CPUs incorporates an
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protected appliance usage control information designed to be

securely processed by said integrated secure processing unit.

10. In an electronic appliance arrangement containing one or

5 _ more CPUs wherein at least one of the CPUs incorporates an

integrated secure processing unit, a method including the step of

storing and securely processing protected modular component

appliance usage control information with said integrated secure

processing unit.

10

11. A method of compromising a distributed electronic rights

management system comprising plural nodes having protected

processing environments, characterized by the following steps:

15 (a) exposing a certification private key,

(b) passing at least one challenge/response protocol and/or

exposing at least one external communication key based at least

in part on the key exposed by the exposing step,

(c) creating a processing environment based at least in

20 part on steps (a) and (b), and

participating in distributed rights management using the

processing environment created by step (c).
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12. A processing environment for compmmising a distributed

electronic rights management system comprising plural nodes

having protected processing environments, characterized by the

following:

protocol passing means including an exposed certification

private key for passing at least one challenge/response protocol,

means coupled to the protocol passing means for at least"

one of _(a) defeating an initialization challenge/response security,

and/or (b) exposing external communication keys, and

10 means coupled to the security detecting means for

participating in distributed rights management.

13. A method of compromising a distributed electronic rights

management system comprising plural nodes having associated

15 protected processing environments, characterized by the steps of:

compromising the permissions record of an electronic

container, and

using the compromised permissions record to access and/or

use electronic information.

20 ‘

14. A system for compromising a distributed electronic rights

management system comprising plural nodes having associated

protected processing environments, characterized by means for
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using a compromised permissions record of an electronic

container for accessing and/or using electronic information.

15. A method of tampering with a protected processing

5 environment characterized by the steps of:

discovering at least one system-wide key, and

using the key to obtain access to content and/or

administrative information without authorization.

10 16. An arrangement including means for using at least one

compromised system-wide key to decrypt and compromise

content and/or administrative information of a protected

processing environment without authorization.

15 17. A combination general and secure processing computation

element comprising:

a central processing unit;

at least one secure resource; and

a secure mode interface switch coupled between a centrla

20 processing unit and the secure resource, the switch operable

alternately in a secure mode and in a non secure mode, the

switch blocking access by a central processing unit to the secure

resource except when the switch is operating in the secure mode.
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18. A secure printing method comprising:

downloading a decryption program to an intelligent

printer;

sending an encrypted pn'nt stream to the printer;

decrypting the encrypted print stream within the printer

using the decryption program; and

destroying the downloaded decryption program.
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Rights management
infomation is used at

least in part in a matching,
narmwcasting, classifying
and/or selecting process. A
matching and classification
utility system comprising
a kind of Commerce

Utility System is used
to perform the matching,
narrowcasting, classifying
and/or selecting. The
matching and classification
utility system may match,
narrowcast, classify and/or
select people and/or things,
non—limiting examples of
which include software

objects. The Matching
and Classification Utility
system may use any
pre—existing classification
schemes, including at least
some rights management
infonnation and/or

other qualitative and/or
parameter data indicating
and/or defining classes, classification systems, class hierarchies, categroy schemes, class assignments, category assignments, and/or class
membership. The Matching and Classification Utility may also use at least some rights management infomiation together with any artificial
intelligence, expert system, statistical, computational, manual, or any other means to define new classes, class hierarchies, classification
systems, category schemes, and/or assign persons, things, and/or groups of persons and/or things to at least one class.
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INFORMATION

FIELDS OF THE INVENTIONS

The inventions relate to electronic rights and transaction

management. More particularly, the inventions relate to automated

systems, methods and techniques for efficiently matching, selecting,

narrowcasting, categorizing and/or classifying in a distributed

electronic rights and/or other event and/or transaction management

environment. For example, the inventions provide electronic

computer based systems, methods and techniques for matching,

classifying, narrowcasting, and/or selecting digital information

describing people and/or other things. This matching, classifying,

narrowcasting, and/or selecting can be based, at least in part, on

elements of rights management information and/or one or more other

categories of information -- wherein such information is used for

efficient, trusted event management assuring the execution of one or

more controls related to, including, for example, consequences of

processing such digital information describing people and/or other

things. The present inventions also provide systems and methods for

efficiently determining class hierarchies, classification schemes,

categories, and/or category schemes and/or the assignment of objects,

persons and/or things to said class hierarchies, classification schemes,
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categories, and/or category schemes using at least some rights

management information.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE

INVENTIONS

5 The modern world gives us a tremendous variety and range of

options and choices. Cable and satellite television delivers hundreds

of different television channels each carrying a different program.

The radio dial is crowded with different radio stations offering all

kinds of music, news, talk, and anything else one may care to listen

10 to. The comer convenience store carries newspapers from around the

country, and a well stocked newsstand allows you to choose between

hundreds of magazines and publications about nearly every subject

you can think of. Merchandise from all corners of the world is readily

available at the shopping mall or by mail order. You can pay by
 

15 check, in cash, or using any number of different kinds of credit cards

and ATM cards.

This tremendous variety is good, but it also presents problems.

Sometimes, it is hard or inefficient for us to find what we want and

need because there are too many things to evaluate and choose from,

20 and they are often located in too many places. We can waste a lot of

time searching for the things we need or want at the right price, with

the rights features, and at a particular time.

Sometimes, we never find things that satisfy what we feel we

need or want. This happens when we don’t know what to look for,
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how to look for it, or don’t have the necessary assistance or tools to

search successfully. For example, we may not know the best way of

looking for something. Sometimes, we know what we are looking for

but can’t express or articulate it in ways that help us look. And

sometimes, we don’t even know what we are looking for. You may

know you need something, know its missing, but never really know

how to communicate to others what you are looking for. For

example, someone who speaks only English may never find resources

using Japanese or Spanish. In general, we often don’t have the time

or resources to look for all the things that would give us the most

benefit or make us the most satisfied.

It’s Hard To Find Mass Media Things You Want Or

Need.

Figure 1A shows, as one example, how frustrating it can be to

find anything to watch on the hundreds of television channels that

may be available. The man in Figure 1A spends a lot of time

"charmel surfing," trying to find something he is interested in

watching. He may be moderately interested in golf, but may not like

the particular golf tournament or golf players being broadcast at 7

o’clock on a particular channel. After flipping through other

channels, he might think an action movie looks interesting only to

find out after watching it for a while that he isn’t really interested in it

after all. A documentary on horses also seems interesting at first, but

he finds it boring after watching it awhile because it doesn’t give him

the kind of information he is interested in. The whole process can be
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frustrating and he may feel he wasted a lot of time. Figure 1B shows

the man getting so fi'ustrated at the wasted time and energy that he

thinks that maybe watching television is just not worth it . What the

man really needs is a powerful yet efficient way to find those things

that most satisfy his desires -- that is, match his needs and/or his

interests.

Our Mail Overloads Us With Things We Don’t Want
or Need

The same thing can happen with information sent to us in the

mail. It can be fun to receive some kinds of mail, such as personal

letters, or magazines and catalogs on topics ofpersonal interest.

Certain other mail, such as bills, may not be fun but are usually

important. Unfortunately, our mailboxes are typically overflowing

with yet another kind of mail commonly referred to as "junk mail."

The person in Figure 2 finds his mailbox stuffed to the overflowing

point with mail he never asked for and has absolutely no interest in.

Most of this junk mail ends up unread and in the trash. However, it

can take a long time to sort through all this mail to be sure you are

only throwing out only the junk mail and not the good mail you are

interested in or need. For example, it’s sometimes hard to distinguish

credit card bills from offers for new credit cards you don’t need or

want. Wouldn’t it be useful if your mail could be automatically

"cleaned" of the mail you had no interest in and you received only the

mail you wanted or needed?
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Sorting through things to identify things you might want, then

selecting what you actually want, can be a frustrating and time

consuming experience. For example, it wastes the time of the person

who receives the junk mail, and it also wastes the time, money and

effort of the people who spend their money to send mail to people

hoping that they will buy their products.

As frustrating as finding and selecting may be to consumers,

they often create even greater problems for businesses and people

who want to locate or provide information, goods and services. It is

ofien said, that in the world of business, "Information is Power" and

"efficiency is the key to success." To find or sell the most relevant or

useful information and to provide the ability to most efficiently allow

business to operate at its best, we need easy-to-use tools that can help

us navigate, locate, and select what matches our interests. In the

modern world, it is often difficult to find out what different people

like, and to supply people with the opportunity to select the best or

most satisfying choices.

Past attempts outside the computer world to match up people

with information, goods and/or services have had limited success.

For example, attempts to "target" mass mailings may increase the

chance that they will go to people who are interested in them, but the

entire process is still very wasteful and inefficient. It is considered a

good success rate to match the interests of only a few percent of the

recipients of "junk" mail. Telemarketing campaigns that use the
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telephone to reach potential consumers can be very expensive, very

annoying to consumers who are not interested in the products being

marketed, and very costly and inefficient. A much more ideal

situation for all concerned is enabling businesses to send information

only to individual consumers likely to find the information

interesting, desirable, convincing, and/or otherwise useful. That way,

businesses save time and money and consumers aren’t unproductively

hassled by information, phone calls, junk mail, junk e-mail and the

like. However, right now it is extremely difficult to accomplish this

goal, and so businesses continue to annoy consumers while wasting

their own time, money, and effort.

Because of the Vast Amount of Information

Available, Even Systems that Provide a High Degree

of Organization May Be Difficult to Use or Access

You can find yourself wasting a lot of time finding things --

even in places where finding things is supposed to be easy. For

example, a library is a place where you can find all sorts of useful

information but can also waste a lot of time trying to find what you

are looking for. Modern libraries can be huge, containing tens or

even hundreds of thousands or millions of different books,

magazines, newspapers, video tapes, audio tapes, disks, and other

publications. Most libraries have an electronic or manual card catalog

that classifies and indexes all of those books and other materials.

This classification system is useful, but it often has significant

limitations.
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For example, normally a card catalog will classify materials

based only on a few characteristics (for example, general subj ect,

author and title). The boy in Figure 3 is looking for information on

American League baseball teams during World War II for a high

school report. The card catalog led to the general subject of baseball

and other sports, but, looking at the catalog, he can’t identify any

books that seem to provide the specific information he wants to see,

so he must rely on books classified as "histories of sports" or

"histories of baseball." He can spend lots of time looking through the

books on the shelves, going back to the card catalog, and going back

to the shelves before he finds a reference that’s reasonably helpful.

He may need to go ask an expert (the librarian) who is familiar with

the books the library has on sports and may know where to look for

the information. Even then, the boy may need to flip through many

different books and magazines, and look in many different places

within the library before he finds the information he is looking for.

Finding Products You Want or Need Can Be Very

Difficult and Time Consuming

The same kind of frustrating experience can happen when you

shop for a particular kind of item. While some people enjoy

shopping, and have fun seeing what is in various stores, many people

dislike spending time shopping, searching for the best or most

affordable item. And sometimes even people who like to shop don’t

have the time to shop for a specific item.
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For example, the man in Figure 4 goes into a shopping mall

looking for a tie to fit very tall people. He didn’t wear a tie to work

that day, but, at the last minute, an important meeting was scheduled

for later that day and he needs to dress up. The shopping mall has a

large variety of stores, each selling a range of merchandise. But the

man may only have a short time to look. For example, he may be on

his lunch break, and needs to get back to work soon. He can’t spend a

lot of time shopping. He may therefore need to rely on tools to help

him identify where he wants to buy the tie. Perhaps he uses a mall

directory that classifies the different stores in terms of what kinds of

merchandise they sell (for example, clothing, books, housewares,

etc.). Perhaps he asks at the malls help desk staffed by "experts" who

know what is available in the shopping mall. But even these

resources may not tell him where to buy Italian silk ties that are

discounted and cost $20. So he does the best he can with the

available resources.

These Problems Are Worse in the Digital World

The electronic or digital world offers a rapidly growing, vast

array of electronically published products and services. For example,

computer superstores have a dizzying array of different software

products. Furthermore, music is now published primarily in digital

form on optical disks, and video will soon be published that way too.

And, of particular interest related to certain of the inventions I

described by this document, the Internet now has millions of home

pages with an overwhelmingly variety and quantity of digital
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information, and, these millions of home pages, in turn, point or

"link" to millions of other web pages as well.

Today, for example, you can use the Internet to:

0 read electronic newspapers, books and magazines and

5 see them on your computer screen;

0 get music in electronic form and play it using your

computer;

I send and receive electronic mail all over the world;

0 download reports and other information compiled by

10 governments, companies, industries, universities, and

individuals;

0 watch videos and animations;

0 play games with "cyber-friends" located around the

world;

15 0 chat with individuals and groups who share at least

some interests in common;

0 participate in "virtual reality" worlds, games, and/or

experiences;

I (offer to) buy, and/or (offer to) sell nearly anything;

20 and

0 conduct electronic transactions and commerce.

Today on the Internet and you can also find nearly anything

and everything you can possibly imagine, although finding exactly

what you really want may be time consuming and frustrating. This is
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because the Internet and World Wide Web provide perhaps the best

example of an environment that is particularly hard to navigate.

There are an overwhelming number of choices -- too many to easily

relate to or understand -- and many of which are terribly hard to find,

even using the various Web searching "engines." The Internet is

particularly exciting because it has the potential to provide to nearly

everyone access to nearly every kind of information. Information can

also come from an almost limitless variety of sources. But today, so

much information on the Internet is superficial or useless, and too

many choices can be more a curse than a blessing if you don’t have

meaningful, easy ways to eliminate all but a relatively few choices.

And the situation will only become much worse as more Web sites

appear, and as digital information is distributed in "objects" or

"containers" providing enhanced security and privacy but possibly

more difficult access and identifiability.

As time passes, more and more valuable and desirable

information will be available in digital containers. However, unless

tools are developed to solve the problem, there will be no efficient or

satisfying means to sort through the potentially trillions of digital

containers available on tens of millions of Web pages, to find

containers satisfying a search or fulfilling an information need.

Furthermore, existing information searching mechanisms typically

provide no way to readily perform a search that matches against

underlying commercial requirements of providers and users.
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It Will Be Difficult to Find Rights Management

Scenarios Matching Your Requirements

If, for example, you have an auto repair newsletter and you

want to create an article containing information on auto repair of Ford

Bronco vehicles, you may wish to look for detailed, three

dimensional, step—by-step "blow-up" mechanical images ofFord

Bronco internal components. Perhaps these are available from

hundreds of sources (including from private individuals using new,

sophisticated rendering graphics programs, as well as from

engineering graphics firms). Given the nature of your newsletter, you

have decided that your use of such images should cost you no more

than one penny to redistribute per copy in quantities of several

thousand -- this low cost being particularly important since you will

have numerous other costs per issue for acquiring rights to other

useful digital information products which you reuse and, for example,

enhance in preparing a particular issue. You therefore wish to search

and match against rights management rules associated with such

products -- non-limiting examples of which include:

0 cost ceilings,

0 redistribution rights (e.g., limits on the quantity that may

be redistributed),

0 modification rights,

0 class related usage rights,

0 category related usage rights,
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0 sovereignty based licensing and taxation fees,

0 import and export regulations, and

0 reporting and/or privacy rights (you don’t want to report

back to the product provider the actual identity of your

end users and!01' CUSIOIIICIS.

If you can’t match against your commercial requirements, you

may be forced to waste enormous amounts of time sifting through all

of the available products matching Ford Bronco internal components -

- or you may settle for a product that is far less than the best available

(settling on the first adequate product that you review).

Computers Don’t Necessarily Make It Easier to Find

Things

Anyone who has ever used the Internet or the World Wide Web

knows that networks, computers and electronics, when used together,

do not necessarily make the overall task of finding information easier.

In fact, computers can make the process seem much worse. Most

Internet users will probably agree that trying to find things you are

interested on the Internet can be a huge time drain. And the results

can be very unsatisfactory. The rapid growth rate of information

available on the Web is continually making this process of finding

desired information even harder. You can spend many hours looking

for information on a subject that interests you. In most cases, you

will eventually find some information of value —- but even using

today’s advanced computer search tools and on-line directories, it can
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take hours or days. With the advent of the technology advances

developed by InterTrust Technologies Corp. and others, publishers

will find it far more appealing to make their valuable digital

information assets available on-line and to allow extractions and

modifications of copyrighted materials that will vastly expand the

total number of information objects. This will enormously worsen the

problem, as the availability ofvaluable information products greatly

expands.

It Is Usually Hard to Find Things On the Internet

There are many reasons why it is difficult to find what you

want on the Internet. One key reason is that, unlike a public library,

for example, there is no universal system to classify or organize

electronic information to provide information for matching with

what’s important to the person who is searching. Unlike a library, it

is difficult on the Internet to efficiently browse over many items since

the number of possible choices may be much larger than the number

of books on a library shelves and since electronic classification

systems typically do not provide much in the way ofphysical cues.

For example, when browsing library shelves, the size of a book, the

number of pictures in the book, or pictures on magazine covers may

also help you find what you are interested in. Such physical cue

information may be key to identifying desired selections from library

resources. Unfortunately, most digital experiences typically do not

provide such cues without actually loading and viewing the work in

digital form.
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Thus, another reason why the electronic or digital world can

make it even harder to find information than ever before has to do

with the physical format of the information. The digital information

may provide few or no outward cues or other physical characteristics

that could help you to even find out what it is — let alone determine

whether or not you are interested in it, unless such cues are provided

through special purpose informational (for example, graphical)

displays. On the Internet, everyone can be an electronic publisher,

and everyone can organize their offerings differently -'- using visual

cues of their own distinctive design (e.g., location on a web page,

organization by their own system for guiding choices). As one

example, one publisher might use a special purpose graphical

representation such as the video kiosk to support an electronic video

store. Other publishers may use different graphical representations

altogether.

Historically, there has been no particular need for consistent

selection standards in conventional, non-electronic store based

businesses. Indeed, it is often the unique display and choice selection

support for customers’ decision processes that make the difference

between a successful store and a failure. But in the electronic

world--where your choice is not among a few stores but rather is a

choice among potentially thousands or even millions of possibly

useful web sites and truly vast numbers of digital containers 4- the

lack of a consistent system for describing commercially significant

variables that in the "real" world may normally be provided by the
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display context and/or customized information guidance resource

(catalog book, location of goods by size, etc.) seriously undermines

the ability of digital information consumers to identify their most

desirable choices.

Adding to this absence of conventional cues, the enormity of

available choices made available in cyberspace means that the digital

information revolution, in order to be practical, must provide

profoundly more powerful tools to filter potentially desirable

opportunities from the over abundance of choices. In sum, the

absence of the ability to efficiently filter from a dimensionally

growing array of choices, can completely undermine the value of

having such a great array of choices.

In the "real" world, commercial choices are based on going to

the right "store" and using the overall arrays of available information

to identify one’s selection. However, as information in ‘digital and

electronic form becomes more and more important, the problem of

relating to the vast stores of information will become a nightmare.

For example, picture yourself in a store where each shopping aisle is

miles long, and each item on the shelf is packaged in the same size

and color container. In an actual store, the product manufacturers put

their products into brightly colored and distinctively shaped packages

to make sure the consumer can readily find and select their product.

These visual cues distinguish, for example, between a house brand
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and a specific name brand, between low fat and regular foods, and

between family size and small size containers.

On the Internet, a digital "store" is likely to be many stores with

vast resources integrating products from many parties. If you were

limited to conventional classification and matching mechanisms, you

would be unable to sift through all the material to identify the

commercially acceptable, i.e., an item representing the right

information, at the right price, providing license rights that match

your interests. Certainly, if each digital package looks the same, you

are at a loss in making reasonable decisions. You can’t tell one from

another just by looking at it.

While information written on the "outside" of a digital package

may be useful, you simply don’t have the time to read all the

packages, and anyway, each packager may use different words to

describe the same thing and the descriptions may be difficult to

understand. Some people may write a lot of information on the

outside of their package, and others may write little or nothing on the

outside of the package. If there is no universal system agreed upon

by everyone for defining what information should be written on the

outside of the package and how it should be formatted, using such a

store would be painfully difficult even if you could limit the number

of choices you were evaluating.
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There is a Need For Efficient and Effective Selection

Based, at Least in Part, on Rights Management

Information

Unlike a real store where all breakfast cereals are shelved

together and all soft drinks are in the same aisle, there may be no

single, universal way to display the organization of all of the

information in a "digital store" since, by its nature, digital information

frequently has many implications and associated rules. For example,

there now exist highly developed rights management systems such as

described in U.S. Patent application Serial No. 08/388,107 of Ginter

et al., filed 13 February 1995, for "Systems And Methods For Secure

Transaction Management And Electronic Rights Protection (hereafter

“Ginter et al”) — the entire disclosure (including the drawings) of

which is expressly incorporated into this application as if expressly

set forth herein. Many rules associated with any given piece of digital

information may, combinatorially, given rise to many, very different,

commercial contexts that will influence the use decisions of different

potential users in many different ways (e.g., cost, auditing, re—use,

redistribution, regulatory requirements, etc.).

No readily available systems developed for the digital

information arena provide similarly satisfying means that describe the

many commercial rules and parameters found in individual custom

catalogs, merchandise displays, product specifications, and license

agreements. Further, no readily available mechanisms allow
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"surfing" across vast choice opportunities where electronic matching

can single out those few preferred items.

As one example, picking an appropriate image may involve any

or all of the following:

5 0 price,

0 republishing (redistribution) rights,

0 rights to extract portions,

0 certified usable in certain sovereignties (e.g.,

pornographic content not allowed in Saudi Arabia),

10 0 size,

0 format, etc.,

0 use and reuse administrative requirements (e.g., which

clearinghouses are acceptable to rightsholders, what is

the requirement for reporting usage information — is the

15 name of your customer required, or only the use class(es)

or none -- is advertising embedded), and

0 other features.

No previously readily available technology allows one to

efficiently make selections based on such criteria.

20 By their nature, and using the present inventions in

combination with, amongst other things, “Ginter et al”, the packages

in a digital store may be "virtual" in nature -_- that is, they may be all
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mixed up to create many, differing products that can be displayed to a

prospective customer organized in many different ways. This display

may be a "narrowcasting" to a customer based upon his matching

priorities, available digital information resources (e.g., repository,

property, etc.) and associated, available classification information. In

the absence of an effective classification and matching system

designed to handle such information, digital information of a

particular kind might be just about anywhere in the store, and very

difficult to find since the organization of the stores digital information

resources have not been "dynamically" shaped to the matching

interests of the potential customer.

These Inventions Solve These Problems

The present inventions can help to solve these problems. It can

give you or help you to find the things you like, need or want. For

example, it can deliver to you, (including narrowcasting to you), or

help you to find:

0 things that match your interests;

0 things that match your lifestyle;

0 things that match your habits;

0 things that match your personality;

0 things you can afford and/or accept your preferred

payment method;

0 things that help you in your work;

0 things that help you in your play;
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0 things that help you to help others;

0 things that other people who are similar to you have

found helpfiil,

0 things that fulfill the commercial objective or

requirements of your business activities; and

0 things that will make you happy and fulfilled.

The present inventions can expand your horizons by helping

you to find interesting or important things, things that you enjoy,

things that optimize your business efficiency, and things that help you

make the best digital products or services you can -- even if you

didn’t know precisely what or how to look for what you may need. It

can also help you by allowing things you didn’t know existed or

know enough to look for — but that you may be interested in, want or

need — to find you.

The Present Inventions Can Use "Metaclasses" to

Take Multiple Classifications Into Account

In some areas, multiple classifications may already exist and

thus it is important for a consumer to be able to find what he or she is

looking for while taking into account not only that there may be

multiple classifications, but also that some classifications may be

more authoritative than others. For example, Consumer Reports may

be more authoritative on certain topics than more casual reviews

published, for example, in the local weekly newspapers.
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As another example, consider a book that rates restaurants

according several factors, including, for example, quality, price, type

of food, atmosphere, and location. In some locations there may be

many guides, but they may review different sets of restaurants. One

guide may rate a particular restaurant highly while one or more others

may consider it average or even poor. Guides or other sources of

ratings, opinions, evaluations, recommendations, and/or value may

not be equally authoritative, accurate, and/or useful in differing

circumstances. One consumer may consider a guide written by a

particular renowned expert to be more authoritative, accurate, and/or

useful than a guide reflecting consumer polls or ballots. However,

another consumer may prefer the latter because the second consumer

may perceive the tastes of those contributing opinions to be closer to

his or her own tastes than those of the experts.

In accordance with the present inventions, a person may be able

to find a restaurant that meets specified criteria - for example, the

highest quality, moderately priced Cantonese and/or Hunan Chinese

food located in Boston or Atlanta — while weighting the results of the

search in favor of reviews from travel books rather than from the local

newspapers. As this example indicates, the searching may be

according to class of authoritative source (and/or classes sources

considered authoritative by the consumer) instead of weighting

individual reviewers or sources. Thus in accordance with the present

inventions, search may be performed at least in part based on classes

of classes, or "metaclasses."
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The Present Inventions Can Make Choices Easier

One simple way to look at some examples of the present

inventions is as a highly sensitive electronic "matchmaker" that

matches people or organizations with their best choices, or even

selects choices automatically. The present inventions can match

people and/or organizations with things and/or services, things with

other things and/or services, and/or even people with other people.

For example, the matching can be based on profiles that are a

composite of preference profiles of one or more specific users, one or

more user groups, and/or organizations -— where the contribution of

any given specific profile to the composite profile may be weighted

according to the specific match circumstances such as the type and/or

purpose of a given match activity.

Figure 5 shows a simplified example of an electronic

matchmaker that can match up two people with like interests. Sarah

loves hiking, country and western music, gardening, movies and

jogging. Mark loves movies, hiking, fast cars, country and western

music, and baseball. The electronic matchmaker can look at the

interests, personalities and/or other characteristics of these two people

and determine that they are compatible and should be together --

while maintaining, if desired, the confidentiality of personal

information. That is, unlike conventional matchmaking services, the

present inventions can keep personal information hidden from the

service provider and all other parties and perform matching within a
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protected processing environment through the use of encryption and

protected processing environment-based matching analysis.

For example, certain matching of facts that are maintained for

authenticity may be first performed to narrow the search universe.

Then, certain other matching of facts that are maintained for secrecy

can be performed. For example, matching might be based on shared

concerns such as where two parties who have a given disability (such

as cancer or HIV infection) that is certified by an authority such as a

physician who is certified to perform such certification; or the same

income level and/or bank account (as certified by an employer and/or

financial authority such as a bank). Some or all of such secret

information may or may not be released to matched parties, as they

may have authorized and/or as may have been required by law when a

match is achieved (which itself may be automatically managed within

a protected processing environment through the use of controls

contributed by a governmental authority).

Figure 5A shows an electronic matchmaker that matches an

electronic publisher with mystery stories for his quarterly electronic

mystery anthology, where the matching is based on price,

redistribution rights, editing rights, attribution requirements

(attributing authorship to the author), third party rating of the writers

quality, length of story, and/or the topical focus of the story (for

example). Here, rule managed business requirements of publisher

and writers are matched allowing for great efficiency in matching,
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coordination of interests, and automation of electronic business

processes and value chain activities.

The convenience of the "electronic matchmaker" provided in

accordance with the present inventions extends to commerce in

physical goods as well -- as illustrated in Figure 5b. In this non-

limiting example, the electronic matchmaker is communicating to the

consumer via the Internet and World Wide Web. The matchmaker

has found the lowest quoted price for a Jeep sports utility model

given, in this one example, a multitude of factors including:

0 model,

0 color,

0 options package,

0 availability, and

0 discounts resulting from the consumer’s membership in

certain classes (such as membership in the American

Association of Retired Persons, membership in the

American Automobile Association, and being a graduate

of Stanford University).

Membership in these associations and alumni status may be conveyed

or indicated by possession of a special electronic document called a

"digital certificate,” “membership card,” and/or other digital

credential that warrants or attests to some fact or facts.
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Thus, the electronic’ matchmaker provided in accordance with

these inventions can also match people with things. Figure 6 shows

two people, Harry and Tim. Harry loves sports most of all, but also

wants to know a little about what is going on in the business world.

The business world is most important to Tim, but he likes to keep up

with the baseball scores. The electronic matchmaker in accordance

with these inventions can learn about what Harry and Tim each like,

and can provide information to a publisher so the publisher can

narrowcast a newspaper or other publication customized for each of

them. A newspaper company can narrowcast to Harry lots of sports

information in his newspaper, and it can narrowcast to Tim mostly

business information in his newspaper. In another example, Harry’s

newspaper may be uniquely created for him, differing from all other

customized newspapers that emphasize sports over business

information. But information that Harry and Tim respectively want to

maintain as authentic or secret can be managed as such.

The electronic matchmaker can also match things with other

things. Figure 7 shows how the electronic matchmaker can help a

student put together a school project about big cats. The electronic

matchmaker can help the student locate and select articles and other

material about various kinds of big cats. The electronic matchmaker

can, for example, determine that different articles about tigers, lions

and cheetahs are all about big cats — but that articles about elephants

and giraffes are not about big cats. If there is a charge for certain

items, the electronic matchmaker can find only those items that the
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student can afford, and can make sure the student has the right to print

pictures of the big cats. The electronic matchmaker can help the

student to collect this information together so the student can make a

colorful poster about big cats.

The electronic matchmaker can match up all sorts of different

kinds of things. Figure 8 shows the electronic matchmaker looking at

three different objects. The matchmaker can determine that even

though objects A and C are not identical, they are sufficiently similar

that they should be grouped together for a certain purpose. The

electronic matchmaker can determine that for this purpose, object B is

too different and should not be grouped with objects A and C. For a

different purpose, the electronic matchmaker may determine that

objects A, B and C ought to be grouped together.

The Present Inventions Can Make Use of Rights

Management Information

How does the electronic matchmaker find out the information it

needs to match or classify people and things? In accordance with a

feature provided by these inventions, the electronic matchmaker gets

information about people and things by using automated,

computerized processes. Those processes can use a special kind of

information sometimes known as rights management information.

Rights management information may include electronic rules and/or

their consequences. The electronic matchmaker can also use

information other than rights management information.
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An example of rights management information includes certain

records about what a computer does and how it does it. In one simple

example, records may give permission to read a particular news

article if that the customer is willing to pay a nickel to purchase the

article and that the nickel may be paid using a budget provided by a

credit card company or with electronic cash. A customer might, for

example, seek only news articles from providers that take electronic

cash and/or process information with a certain information

clearinghouse as described in U.S. Patent application Serial No.

08/699,712 to Shear et al., filed 12 August 1996, for "Trusted

Infrastructure Support Systems, Methods And Techniques For Secure

Electronic Commerce Electronic Transactions And Rights

Management" (hereafter “Shear et al”) — the entire disclosure

(including the drawings) of which is expressly incorporated into this

application as if expressly set forth herein.

The Present Inventions Can Maintain Privacy

Figure 9 shows one way in which the electronic matchmaker

can get information about a person. In this example, the electronic

matchmaker asks Jill to fill out a computer questionnaire about what

she likes. The questionnaire can also ask Jill what information she

wishes to be maintained as authentic, and what information (e.g.,

encrypted by the system) may be used for secure matching only

within a protected processing environment and can not be released to

another party, or only to certain specified parties. The questionnaire
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answering process may be directly managed by a protected processing

environment to ensure integrity and secrecy, as appropriate.

For example, the questionnaire may ask Jill whether she likes

baseball and whether she is interested in volcanoes. The electronic

matchmaker can also ask Jill if it is okay to look at records her

computer maintains about what she has used her computer for in the

past. These~computer_ records (which the computer can maintain

securely so that no one can get to them without Jill’s permission) can

keep a history of everything Jill has looked at using her computer

over the past month and/or other time period —— this process being

managed, for example, through the use of a system such as described

in the “Ginter et al.”

Looking at Figure 10, Jill may have used her computer last

week to look at information about baseball, volcanoes and Jeeps.

With Jill’s permission, the electronic matchmaker can employ a

protected processing environment 154 (schematically shown here as a

tamper—resistant "chip" within the computer — but it can be hardware-

based, software-based, or a combination of hardware and software) to

look at the computer’s history records and use them to help match Jill

up with other kinds of things she is or may be interested in. "For

example, the electronic matchmaker can let an electronic publisher or

other provider or information gatherer (e.g., market survey conductor,

etc.) know that Jill is interested in team sports, geology and sports

utility vehicles with or without more revealing detail -— as managed
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by Jill’s choices and/or rights management rules and controls

executing in her computer’s protected processing environment 154.

The provider can send information to Jill — either automatically or at

Jill’s request — about other, related things that Jill may be interested

in.

Figure 11 shows an example of how rights management and

other information Jill’s computer maintains about her past usage can

be useful in matching Jill up with things she may need or want. The

computer history records can, for example, show that Jill looked at

hockey information for three hours and football information for five

hours during the past week. They can indicate that Jill uses a

Discover credit card to pay for things, usually spends less that $10 per

item, averages $40 per month in such expenses, and almost never

buys new programs for her computer.

The electronic matchmaker can, with and subject to Jill’s

permission, look at and analyze this information. As one example,

the electronic matchmaker can analyze relevant rules and controls

provided by third parties who have rights in such information --

where such rules are controlled, for example, by Jill’s computer’s

protected processing environment 154. It can also look at and

analyze Jill’s response to computer questionnaires indicating that she

likes baseball and football. The electronic matchmaker can, based on

all of this information, automatically select and obtain videos and/or

other publications for Jill about team sports and that cost less than
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$10 and that accept payment using a Discover card, so that Jill can

preview and select those in which she may have a particular interest

and desire to acquire.

Figure 12 shows that the electronic matchmaker can take into

account computer history records for lots of different people. The

electronic matchmaker can work with other rights management

related computer systems such as "usage clearinghouses" (non-

limiting examples of which are described in each of“Ginter et al” and

“Shear et al”) to efficiently collect rights management related

information. The ability to collect history records from many

different people can be very useful. For example, this can allow the

electronic matchmaker to distinguish between things that are very

popular and things that are not so popular.

The present inventions provide great increases in efficiency and

convenience. It can save you a lot of time and effort. It can allow

computers to do a lot of the work so you don’t have to. It can allow

you to compete with larger businesses -- and allow large business to

function more efficiently -- by allowing the location of resources

particularly appropriate for certain business activities. You can

delegate certain complex tasks to a computer, freeing you to be more

productive and satisfied with electronic activities. These automated

processes can be "smart" without being intrusive. For example, they

can learn about your behavior, preferences, changing interests, and

even your personality, and can then predict your future interests based
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on your past behavior and interest expressions. These processes can

ensure confidentiality and privacy — so that no one can find out

detailed information about you without your consent. Across the full

range of personal and business activities, the present inventions allow

5 a degree of basic efficiency, including automation and optimization of

previously very time consuming activities, so that interests and

possible resources are truly best matched.

The present inventions handle many kinds of important issues

and addresses the widest range of information and rights and

10 automation possibilities. For example, the present inventions are

capable of handling (but are not limited to):

0 consumer information;

0 computer information;

0 business information;

1 5 0 entertainment information;

0 other content information;

0 information about physical products;

0 all other kinds of information.

It can reflect and employ all kinds of rights to optimize

20 matching processes, including:

0 content rights;

0 privacy rights;

0 governmental and societal rights;

0 provider rights;
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0 distributor rights;

0 consumer rights;

0 workflow rights;

0 other value chain participant rights;

0 work flow rights;

0 business and personal rights and processes of all

kinds.

It can employ all kinds of parameter information, including:

0 budget,

0 pricing

0 redistribution

0 location (of party, item, etc.)

0 privacy

0 identity authenticity and/or specificity

0 any other parameter information.

Pricing (for example the price of a specific item) can be used in

matching based upon price per unit and/ or total price for a volume

purchase, price for renting, right to redistribute, cost for redistributing

items, etc.

Privacy can be used for establishing matching contingent upon

usage reporting requirements for viewing, printing, extracting,

dedistributing, listening, payment, and/or requiring the reporting of
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other information such as personal demographics such as credit

worthiness, stored value information, age, sex, marital status, race,

religion, and/or usage based generated profiling information based

materially upon, for example, a users history of usage of electronic

content and/or commercial transactions, etc.

Identity can be used for matching based upon, for example,

such as the presence of one or more specific, class, and/or classes of

certificates, including, for example, specific participant and/or group

of participant, including value chain certificates as described in

“Shear et al”.

With the inventions described herein, commercial requirement

attributes embodied in rules (controls and control parameter data) are

employed in classification structures that are referenced by search

mechanisms, either, for example, directly through reading rule

information maintained in readable (not encrypted) but authentic

(protected for integrity) form, through reading rule information

maintained securely, through processes employing a protected

processing environment 154 of a VDE node, and/or through the

creation of one or more indexes and/or like purpose structures, that,

directly, and/or through processes employing a protected processing

environment 154, automatically compile commercial and other

relevant (e.g., societal regulatory information such as a given A

jurisdiction’s copyright, content access and/or taxation regulations)

for classification/matching purposes.
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The present inventions can employ computer and

communication capabilities to identify information, including:

0 topical classification such as described by conventional

library classification systems,

5 0 commercial characterizations -- including commercial

parameter data such as pricing, size, quality, specific

redistribution rights, etc.,

0 creator (e.g., a publisher or manufacturer), distributor,

societal, user, and other participant interests information,

10 0 information generated by automated profiling of any and

all of such parties or collections of parties,

0 matching (including electronically negotiating a match)

between the interests of any of such parties,

0 where appropriate, the use of statistical procedures,

15 expert systems, and artificial intelligence tools for

profiling creation and/or analysis, matching, and/or

negotiation.

The present inventions thus provide for optimal user, provider,

and societal use of electronic cyberspace resources (for example,

20 digital information objects available across the Internet, sent by direct

broadcast satellite, transmitted over a cable TV system, and/or

distributed on optical disk).
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Of particular importance is the notion of classes of content,

classes of users, and classes of providers. For example, the present

inventions can make use of any/all of the following:

0 topical identification, for example, such as

5 information represented in typical library subject

and/or author and/or catalog and/or keyword search

and retrieval information systems;

0 any commercial requirements, associated with the use

of electronic information (and/or to products,

10 including non—electronic products, and/or to any

service), including information embodied in

encrypted rules (controls and/or parameter data)

governing rights in electronic value chain and

electronic interaction contexts, and further including

15 information guaranteed for integrity;

a any information descriptive of an available resource

(which may include any information, product, and/or

service, whether available in electronic and/or

physical forms) such as: the quality of a digital

20 product as evaluated and ranked and/or otherwise

specified by one or more third parties and/or

independent third parties (e.g., Consumer Reports, a

trusted friend, and/or a professional advisor), the size

of a product, length in time in business of a service or

25 in the market of a product, a product’s or service’s
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market share, and/or subject governmentally and/or

other societally imposed rules and/or integrity

guaranteed descriptions, including any associated

regulatory requirements, such as societal

5 requirements granting and/or reporting access to

information, for example, information on how to

create a nuclear bomb to a confidential government

auditing agency (this allowing free access to

information while protecting societal rights);

10 0 any information descriptive of a user and/or

department and/or organization and/or class of users

and/or departments and/or organizations (including,

for example, such descriptive information encrypted

and/or guaranteed for integrity) wherein such

15 information may include, for example, name, physical

and/or network and/or cyber-wide logical network

location, organizational and/or departmental

memberships, demographic information, credit and/or

trustworthiness information, and profile preference

20 and usage history information, including any

generated profile information reflecting underlying

preferences, and/or classes based on said descriptive

information and/or profiles.
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Some Of The Advantageous Features And

Characteristics Provided By The Present Inventions

The classification, matching, narrowcasting, analysis, profiling,

negotiation, and selection capabilities of the present inventions

include the following capabilities (listed items are not mutually

exclusive of each other but exemplary samples):

0 Enables highly efficient provision of classes of

information, entertainment, and/or services to classes

of individuals and/or entities that have (and/or may

obtain) the right(s) to such information and are likely

to find identified information interesting, useful,

and!or entertaining.

o The present inventions also provide systems and

methods for efficiently determining class hierarchies,

classification schemes, categories, and/or category

schemes and/or the assignment of objects, persons

and/or things to said class hierarchies, classification

schemes, categories, and/or category schemes using at

least some rights management information.

§ Helps systems, groups, and/or individuals classify,

locate, and/or obtain specific information and/or

classes of information made available through so-

called "publish and subscribe" systems and methods

using, among other things, subj ect—based addressing

and/or messaging-based protocol layers.
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0 Provides fundamentally important commercial and

societal rules based filtering to identify desired

electronic information and/or electronic information

containers through the use of classification structures,

5 profiling technology, and matching mechanisms that

harness the vast information opportunities in

cyberspace by matching the information needs of

users against commercial and/or societal rules related

to the use of available information resources,

10 including, for example, commercial and/or societal

consequences of digital information use imposed as

provider requirements and specified through the use

of, and enforced by the use of, a trusted rights

management system such as described in “Ginter et

15 al”.

0 Enables content creators and/or distributors to

efficiently "stock the shelves" of retail electronic

content outlets and similar merchanisers (both

electronic and hard goods) with products and/or

20 - services most likely to be purchased and/or used by

the customers of such merchanisers. This includes

both identifying and "stocking" the most desirable

products and/or other user desired resources and

optimally presenting such products and/or other
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resources in a manner optimized for specific users

and/or user classes.

0 Matching may be based on history of matching, that

is, matching derived at least in part from previous

5 matching, one non-exhaustive example of which

includes learned matching for increasing efficiency.

0 Enables matching for value chains where the

matching is against a plurality of co-participating

value chain parties requirements and/or profiles

10 against match opportunities, and/or matching by

matches comprised of match input and/or aggregation

of match rule sets of providers used to "dock" with

one or more user needs, interests, requirements match

sets.

15 0 Helps match persons and/or things using fuzzy

matching, artificial intelligence (e.g., expert systems),

and other methods that that match using plural match

sets from providers and/or receivers.

0 Makes search easier by using smart agents that match

20 at least in part using at least one class.

0 Helps bring buyers and sellers together through cross

matching, where both parties offer to provide and/or

receive content and/or physical goods for

consideration, including barter matching and

25 negotiated barter and other kinds of matching.
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0 Helps potential customers find those members (e.g.,

objects such as digital information containers) of any

one or more classes of content most useful,

entertaining, and/or interesting to them.

5 0 Facilitates organizations securely and efficiently

acquiring and distributing for internal use certain

classes of content available from external providers

and/or more securely and/or efficiently managing

classes of their own content, including being able to

10 authorize certain classes of employees to use

specified classes of internal and/or external content.

0 Efiiciently supporting matching between users and

digital information where participants in a chain of

handling and control have specified rules and usage

15 consequences for such digital information that may

depend on class membership, for example, on

class(es) of content and/or class(es) of value chain

participants and/or classes of electronic events,

wherein such participants include, for example, users

20 and/or participantscontributing rules and

consequences.

0 Enables first individuals and/or organzations to locate

efficiently other individuals, organizations, products,

and/or services who have certain characteristics that

25 corresponds to such first individuals’ and/or
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organizations’ interests, including interests generated

by profiling information locally gathered through

local event auditing at a VDE installation.

0 Facilitates businesses informing a customer about

5 things of special interest to her or him, such as classes

of goods, services, and/or content, including directing

such information to a customer at least in part based

on profiling information locally gathered at a VDE

installation through local event auditing at a VDE

1 0 installation.

0 Allows trading companies to match suppliers of

certain classes of goods and/or services with those

who desire to purchase and/or use those classes of

goods and/or services, wherein such matches may

15 include fulling a commercial business interaction and

may further include one or more sequences of

matches and/or nested matches (a sequence and/or

grouping of matches within a given organization or

group, wherein such matches may be required to

20 occur in a certain order and/or participate along with

other matches in a group of matches before a given

match is fulfilled).

0 Enhances equity portfolio management by making

easier for traders to identify those equities having

25 certain desired characteristics, such as belonging to
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the class of equities that will have the greatest

positive effect on the value of the trader’s portfolio

given certain classes of information and assumptions.

Such matches may take into account information

5 external to the fiilfilment of a given trade, for

example, one or more certain other market or specific

variable thresholds must be met before an equity is

traded, such as a certain rise in the an index stock

value of, and/or revenue of, certain one or more

10 network hardware suppliers before a certain quantity

of equity is purchased at a certain price for stock of a

certain network hardware supplier raw network

component manufacturer, and wherein, for example,

such determinations can be performed highly

15 efficiently at a user VDE installation as the point of

control, where such node receives such trusted

information in, for example, VDE containers, as is

necessary for a control decision to occur to purchase

such equity of such network hardware supplier raw

20 component manufacturer.

0 Makes easier automated foreign currency exchange

by enabling currency traders to identify members of

the class of possible trades and/or conversions that are

likely to produce the best returns and/or minimize

25 losses.
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0 Helps consumers and organizations manage their

affairs more efficiently and effectively and helps

providers of services by automatically matching users

with services that meet certain specified criteria, such

5 as, for example, U. S. and Swiss banks offering the

highest interest rates on certain time based classes of

bank deposit instruments.

0 Enables distributers of software and other content to

identify one or more classes of users who are most

10 likely to be interested in purchasing or otherwise

using certain classes of software.

0 Enables rightsholders to employ rules and/or usage

consequences dependent on membership in one or

more classes where class membership may be

15 indicated by posession of a special digital document

called a "certificate."

0 Enables rightsholders to employ rules and/or usage

consequences at least partially dependent on roles and

responsibilities within an organization, where those

20 roles and responsibilities may be indicated by

posession of a digital certificate, digital membeship '

card, and/or other digital credential.

0 Facilitates more efficient automation of

manufacturing and other workflow processes by, for

25 example, matching certain manufacturing steps and/or
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processes with performance parameter data associated

with available classes of equipment capable of

performing those steps and/or processes.

0 Makes easier the administration and enforcement of

5 government and/or societal rights by, for example,

providing matching means for automatically applying

certain classes of tax rules to appropriate classes of

sales and other transactions.

0 Enables altering the presentation of information

10 and/or other content depending on the matching

between preferences of the user and one or more

classes of content being presented.

0 Enables processing or altering (narrowcasting) of an

event (e.g., the presentation of information and/or

15 other content), for example, dynamically adjusting the

content of an event, in response to a matching among

the preferences and/or reactions of a user and/or user

group, one or more classes of content being processed

through one or more events, one or more classes of

20 one or more users participating in and/or otherwise

employing the one or more events, and/or event

controls (i.e., rules and/or parameter data).

0 Allows the rules and usage consequences and the

presentation of information to vary according to the

25 difiiculty of the information, including, for example,
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adjusting the difficulty of an electronic game so that it

is neither too frustratingly difficult nor too easy to

use.

0 Enables a user to efficiently locate content in one or

5 more particular classes, where class is defined at least

in part by weighted topical classification, where, for

example, a document or other object is classified in

one or more categories where at least one category

reflects the absolute or relative attention given to that

10 class in the object being classified.

0 Facilitates users’ creation of a new document from

parts of two or more documents, where at least one of

such parts is identified and/or retrieved based upon

matching the part’s membership in one or more

15 classes identified by trusted, commercial controls

employed through the use of a rights management

system.

0 Enables users to search for, locate, and use only those

parts of a document that belong to one or more

20 specified classes, including those parts having certain

commercial controls, for example, reflecting

acceptable usage restrictions and/or pricing.

0 Enhances search and retrieval by creating new classes

of content discriptors that incorporate various
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dispirate standards for content description and/or

location.

0 Allows consumers to easily locate services having

certain specified characteristics, for example,

gambling services offering the most favorable odds

and/or specified rules for a particular game or games.

0 Helps consumers obtain certain classes of tickets to

certain classes of events.

The above capabilities, and others described in this application,

are often ideally managed by distributed commerce nodes of a

distributed, rights management environment embedded in or

otherwise connected to the operating system clients of a distributed

computing environment such as described in “Ginter et al” and

further described in “Shear et al”, and employing, for example, rules,

integrity management, container, negotiation, clearinghouse services,

and trusted processing capabilities described in “Ginter et al” and

“Shear et al”.

The Present Inventions Make Use Of Many Kinds Of
Information And/Or Data

As discussed above, these inventions provide, among other

things, matching, classification, narrowcasting, and/or selection based

on rights management and other information. In particular preferred

examples, these matching, classification, narrowcasting, and/or
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selection processes and/or techniques may be based at least in part on

rights management information. The rights management information

may be an input to the process, it may be an output from the process,

and/or the process can be controlled at least in part by rights

management information. Information in addition to, or other than,

rights management information may also be an input, an output,

and/or a basis for controlling, the process and/or techniques.

Rights management information may be directly or indirectly

inputted to the matching, classification and/or selection process. For

example, rights management controls, rules and/or their consequences

may be an input. Examples of such controls and/or rules include

object registration related control set data, user related control set data

and/or computer related control set data. In addition or alternatively,

information provided based on control sets or rules and their

consequences may be inputted. The following are examples of such

information that may be provided based, for example, on rules and

consequences:

0 information exhaust;

0 user questionnaires,

0 audit trail related information;

o aggregated usage data;

0 information measuring or otherwise related to user

behavior;

0 information measuring or otherwise related to user

preferences;
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information measuring or otherwise related to user

personality;

information measuring or otherwise related to group

behavior;

information measuring or otherwise related to group

preferences;

information measuring or otherwise related to group

culture

information measuring or otherwise related to

organizational behavior;

information measuring or otherwise related to

organizational preferences;

information measuring or otherwise related to

organizational culture;

information measuring or otherwise related to

institutional behavior;

information measuring or otherwise related to

institutional preferences;

information measuring or otherwise related to

institutional culture;

information measuring or otherwise related to

governmental behavior;

information measuring or otherwise related to_

governmental preferences;
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0 information measuring or otherwise related to

governmental culture;

0 information measuring or otherwise related to societal

behavior;

5 0 information measuring or otherwise related to societal

preferences;

0 information measuring or otherwise related to societal

culture;

0 object history related information;

10 0 other types of information;

0 any combinations of information including, some, all

or none of the information set forth above.

The processes, techniques and/or systems provided in

accordance with these inventions may output rights management

15 related information such as, for example:

0 one or more control sets;

0 various rules and/or consequences;

0 information used by control sets;

0 certificates;

20 0 , other rights management information.

In accordance with various preferred embodiments provided by

these inventions, information other than rights management 4

information may also be used, at least in part, as an input, output

and/or to control the matching, classification, narrowcasting, and/or
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selection processes, systems and/or techniques. Examples of such

information include:

0 content object information;

full text

portions of objects

portions of sub-objects

abstracts

metadata

other content object related information

0 user information

census information

purchasing habits

credit and financial transaction related

information

governmental records

responses to questionnaires

survey results

other user information

0 computer related information

identification information

configuration information

other computer related information

combinations of information.
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Matching/Classifying/Selection

Systems, methods and techniques provided in accordance with

these inventions can classify a variety of types of things including, for

example:

0 people

0 computers

0 content

0 events

0 transactions

0 objects of all types

0 combinations of things;

0 combinations of people and things.

The matching, classifying and/or selecting processes provided

in accordance with these inventions are very flexible and usefi.1l. For

example, they may be used to associate people with information,

information with other information, people with other people,

appliances with people, appliances with information, and appliances

with other appliances. The present inventions in their preferred

examples can associate any kind of information, object or thing with

any other kind of information, object or thing.

Different Associations Between Classes and Rights

The processes, systems and/or techniques provided in -

accordance with these inventions can provide and/or take into account

many different kinds of associations between classes and rights. For
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example, they can look at what rights are available to a user,

computer, data structure or any other object. They can also look to

rights selected by an object (for example, the subset of rights a user

has chosen or otherwise identified). Alternatively or in addition, they

can look to rights that have been exercised by a user or in conjunction

with an object or other thing, and they can look to the consequences

of exercising such a right(s).

Embodiments in Accordance With the Present

Inventions Can Be Used to Define Classes Based on Uni-

Dimensional and/or Multi-Dimensional Attributes and/or

Characteristics

Example processes, systems and/or techniques provided in

accordance with these inventions can be used to define classes based

on uni-dimensional and/or multi—dimensional attributes and/or

characteristics. Any one or more attributes can be used. The

attributes and/or characteristics can be flexibly defined. They may

define groups or classes containing elements sharing certain attributes

in common. There can, for example, be a spectrum of classification

that takes into account gray areas as to whether a particular person or

thing possesses a certain one or a number of particular attributes

and/or characteristics. Or classification may have a higher degree of

certainty or definition. For example, a process can test to determine

whether particular people or things are inside or outside of particular

classes or groups based on one or a number of attributes or

characteristics (for example, whether you live in Denver, are under

the age of 25 and are single). In accordance with additional specific
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features provided by these inventions, there may be a minimum

number of different classes set up to "cover" a particular situation —

with every person or thing either being within or outside of a given,

disjoint class or group.

Preferred Examples In Accordance With The Present

Inventions Are Extensible to Accommodate Changing

Conditions

The systems, methods and/or techniques provided by these

inventions are extensible to accommodate changing conditions. For

example, they can be made to readily adapt to changes in rules,

consequences, topics, areas and/or subjects pertaining to groups such

as, for example categories, and any other variable. Furthermore,

partially and/or entirely new variables may be introduced to one or

more existing sets of variables -- for example, to extend or otherwise

modify a model to account for additional variables, to apply a new

strategy, to adapt to new network and/or installation circumstances, to

adapt to new user factors, to change analysis and/or other processing

characteristics, and so on.

Preferred Examples In Accordance With The Present

Inventions Are Compatible With Pre-Existing or Any

New Classification Techniques or Arrangements

The example systems, methods and/or techniques provided by

these inventions can be made fully compatible with any classification

and/or categorization means, method, process, system, technique,

algorithm, program, and/or procedure, presently known or unknown,
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for determining class and/or category structures, definitions, and/or

hierarchies, and/or the assignment of at least one object, person,

thing, and/or member to at least one class and/or category, that

without limitation may be:

5 0 implemented by computer and/or other means; and/or

0 based upon discrete and/or continous mathematics;

and/or

0 using nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio and/or any other

measurement scale and/or measurement mode; and/or

10 0 including parameter data; and/or

0 entail linear and/or non-linear estimation methods;

and/or

0 any other methods.

For example, classification can be performed using any or all of

15 the following example classification techniques:

0 Statistical techniques that identify one or more

clusters of cases sharing similar profiles and/or

features, including any of the family of cluster

analysis methods, for example, those described in

20 Hartigan (Hartigan, J. A., Clustering Algorithms,

New York: Wiley, 1975);

0 Methods for numerical taxonomy, for example, as

described, for example, by Sneath and Sokal'(Sneath,

Peter H.A. and Robert R. Sokal, Numerical
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Taxonomy: The Principals and Practice ofNumerical

Classification, San Francisco: W.H. Freeman, 1973);

0 Any of the methods for cluster analysis, factor

analysis, components analysis, and other similar data

5 reduction/classifiction methods, for example, those

implemented in popular statistical and data analysis

systems known to those skilled in the arts, for

example, SAS and/or SPSS;

0 Pattern classification techniques, including

10 components analysis and neural approaches, for

example, those described by, for example, Schurmann

(Schurmann, Jurgen, Pattern Classification: A Unified

View of Statistical and Neural Approaches, New

York: John Wiley & Sons, 1966);

15 0 Statistical techniques that identify one or more

underlying dimensions of qualities, traits, features,

characteristics, etc., and assign parameter data

indicating the extent to which a given case has,

possesses, and/or may be characterized by the

20 . underlying dimension, factor, class, etc. and/or result

in the definition of at least one class and/or the

assignment of at least one case to at least one class,

for example, as described by Harman (Harman, Harry

H., Modern Factor Analysis, 3'“ ed. rev., Chicago:

25 University of Chicago Press), and/or as implemented
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by SAS and/or SPSS and/or other statistical analysis

programs.

0 Statistical methods that employ fuzzy logic and/or

fuzzy measurement and/or whose assignment to at

5 least one class entails probabilities different from 1 or

zero.

0 Baysian statistical classification techniques that use

estimates ofprior probabilities in determining class

definitions and/or the assignment of at least one case

10 to at least one class;

0 Any statistical and/or graphical classification and/or

data reduction method that uses rotation of reference

axes, regardless of whether orthogonal or oblique

rotations are used, for example, as described in

15 Harman, and as implemented in SAS and/or SPSS

and/or other statistical programs;

0 Statistical methods for two and three way

multidimensional scaling, for example, the methods

described by Kruskal and Wish (Krusgal Joseph B.

20 and Myron Wish, Multidimensional Scaling, Beverly

Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1978), and/or by

Shepard, et al. (Shepard, Roger N., A. Kimball

Romney, and Sara Beth Nerlove, Multidimensional

Scaling: Theory and Applications in the Behavioral

25 Sciences, New York: Seminar Press, 1972);
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’ 0 Knowedge based approaches to classification, for

example, as described by, for example, Stefik (Stefik,

Mark, "Introduction to Knowledge Systems," San

Francisco: Morgan Kauffman, 1995); and

0 any other classification techniques or arrangements

pre-existing or yet to be developed.

Preferred Examples In Accordance With The Present

Inventions Are Fully Compatible With A Wide Array

of Technologies Including the Distributed Commerce

Utility System and the Virtual Distribution
Environment

Systems, methods and/or techniques provided in accordance

with these inventions build upon and can work with the arrangements

disclosed in “Ginter et al”; “Shear et al”; and other technology related

to transaction and/or rights management, security, privacy and/or

electronic commerce.

For example, the present inventions can make particular use of

the security, efiiciency, privacy, and other features and advantages

provided by the Virtual Distribution Environment described in

“Ginter et al”.

As another example, a matching and classification arrangement

can be constructed as a distributed commerce utility system as

described in “Shear et al”. The present inventions can work with

other distributed commerce utility systems, and can enhance or be a

part of other commerce utility systems.
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By way of non-exhaustive, more specific examples, the present

inventions can be used in combination with (and/or make use of) any

or all of the following broad array of electronic commerce

technologies that enable secure, distributed, peer-to-peer electronic

rights, event, and/or transaction management capabilities:

I a "VDE" ("virtual distribution environment") providing,

for example, a family of technologies by which

applications can be created, modified, and/or reused;

0 a standardized control and container environment which

facilitates interoperability of electronic appliances and

efficient creation of electronic commerce applications

and models;

0 a programmable, secure electronic transaction

management foundation having reusable and extensible

executable components;

0 seamless integration into host operating environments of

electronic appliances or direct employment of such

technologies in electronic commerce applications;

0 cyberspace digital content rights and transaction

management control systems that may operate in whole

or in part over Internets, Intranets, optical media and/or

over other digital communications media;

0 support of an electronic "world" within which most

forms of electronic transaction such as content usage,
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distribution, auditing, reporting, and payment activities

can be managed;

0 Transaction Operating Systems (operating systems that

have integrated secure, distributed, and programmable

5 transaction and/or event management capabilities);

0 Rights Operating Systems (operating systems that have

integrated, distributed, andprogrammable rights T 4

management capabilities);

o secure content container management;

10 0 clearinghouse functions related to content usage;

0 overall electronic commerce architectures that provide

electronic commerce automation through the use of

secure, distributed digital events management;

0 the general enablement of traditional commerce behavior

15 in the digital commerce world;

0 enhanced inherent, distributed efficiencies of

conventional commerce practices with powerful, reliable

electronic security, and with the programmability and

electronic automation efficiencies made possible by

20 modern computing;

0 trusted operation of a freely configurable, highly.

efficient, general purpose digital marketplace in which
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parties "come together" to establish commercial

relationships;

0 support of "real" commerce in an electronic form (that is,

the progressive creation of commercial relationships that

5 form, over time, a network of interrelated agreements

representing a value chain business model);

0 enabling content control information to develop through

the interaction of (and/or negotiation between) securely

created and independently submitted sets of content

10 and/or appliance control information; .

0 interconnection of appliances providing a foundation for

much greater electronic interaction and the evolution of

electronic commerce;

0 a variety of capabilities for implementing an electronic

15 commerce enviromnent;

0 a neutral, general purpose platform for commerce;

0 an architecture that avoids reflecting specific distribution

biases, administrative and control perspectives, and

content types;

20 0 a broad-spectrum, fiindamentally configurable and

portable, electronic transaction control, distributing,

usage, auditing, reporting, and payment operating

environment;
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0 systems and methods that uniquely enable electronic

commerce participants to protect their interests during

the sequence of activities comprising an electronic

commerce model;

5 0 ability of commerce participants to assure protection by

specifying rules and controls that monitor and enforce

their interests during the processing of remote commerce

events;

0 permitting commerce participants to efficiently

10 participate in, and manage, the distributed electronic

activities of a digital value chain;

0 allowing commerce model participants to, for example,

securely and cooperatively govern and automate the

distributed electronic activities comprising their

15 collective electronic business models;

0 allowing commerce model participants to securely

contribute electronic rules and controls that represent

their "electronic" interests;

0 rules and controls that extend a "Virtual PresenceTM"

20 through which the commerce participants govern remote

value chain activities according to their respective,

mutually agreed to rights;
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0 a Virtual Presence taking the form of participant

specified electronic conditions (rules and controls) that

must be satisfied before an electronic event may occur;

0 rules and controls that enforce the party's rights during

5 "downstream" electronic commerce activities;

0 control information delivered by, and/or otherwise

available for use with, the VDE content containers

constituting one or more "proposed" electronic

agreements which manage the use and/or consequences

10 of the use of such content and which can enact the terms

and conditions of agreements involving multiple parties

and their various rights and obligations;

0 rules and controls from multiple parties forming

aggregate control sets ("Cooperative Virtual

15 PresenceTM") that ensure that electronic commerce

activities will be consistent with the agreements amongst

value chain participants;

0 control sets defining the conditions which govern

interaction with protected digital content (disseminated

20 digital content, appliance control information, etc.);

0 conditions used to control not only digital information

use itself, but also the consequences of such use to

protect the individual interests of commerce participants
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and form cooperative, efficient, and flexible electronic

commerce business models;

0 true, efficient electronic cooperative governance of value

chain activities;

5 0 empowering each commerce model participant to

securely deliver, and persistently maintain control over,

the rules and controls they contributed specifying

constraints on, and consequences of, electronic conduct;

0 extending Cooperative Virtual Presence over time and

10 involving the execution of controls, and the use of

content, at physically dispersed locations, such as

Internet user sites;

0 a chain of handling and control in which dispersed

locations are bound together through the use of secure

15 communication techniques and unique, secure digital

container technology;

0 ability to preserve the rights of parties through a series of

transactions which may occur at different times and

different locations;

20 0 extending the ability of electronic content providers to

control the use ofproprietary information;

0 allowing content providers to limit use to authorized

activities and amounts;
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0 allowing participants (e.g., actors, directors, script and

other writers, musicians, studios, publishers, distributors,

retailers, advertisers, credit card services, content end-

users, and others) involved in a business model to have

5 the ability to embody their range of agreements and

requirements, including use limitations, into an

"extended" agreement comprising an overall electronic

business model;

0 representing such an extended agreement by electronic

10 content control information which can automatically

enforce agreed upon rights and obligations;

0 a competitive, general purpose electronic commerce

architecture supporting the distributed, secure

"unmanned" electronic interaction;

15 0 distributing such capabilities across networks and

involving the sequence (or web) of distributed activities

underlying electronic value chains;

0 cooperative electronic governance of distributed

electronic commerce processes that optimizes electronic

20 commerce value propositions;

0 the capability of electronically, remotely representing the

interests of commerce participants to support efficient,

flexible, commerce model automation;
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0 enabling rules and controls that are independently

contributed by multiple parties to securely merge

together and form the collective rules and controls sets

that reflect the electronic commerce agreements between

5 parties;

0 using rules and controls sets to collectively,

automatically, govern remote electronic conduct;

0 securely managing the integration of control information

provided by two or more parties;

10 0 constructing electronic agreements between VDE

participants that represents a "negotiation" between the

control requirements of two or more parties and enacts

the terms and conditions of a resulting agreement;

0 ensuring and/or enforcing the rights of each party to an

15 electronic agreement regarding a wide range of

electronic activities related to electronic information

and/or appliance usage;

0 the ability to broadly support electronic commerce by

securely managing independently delivered VDE

20 component objects containing control information

(normally in the form of method, data, or load module

VDE objects);

0 using independently delivered control information to

negotiate with senior and other pre-existing content
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control information to securely form derived control

information;

0 ensuring that all requirements specified by derived

control information are satisfied before VDE controlled

5 content is accessed or otherwise used;

0 ensuring that all load modules and any mediating data

which are listed by the derived control information as

required are available and perform their required

function;

10 0 use of independently delivered control components to

allow electronic commerce participants to freely stipulate

their business requirements and trade offs;

0 allowing electronic commerce, through the various

control requirements stipulated by VDE participants, to

15 evolve into forms of business which are the most

efficient, competitive and useful —- much as with

traditional, non-electronic commerce;

0 providing commerce participants with the ability to

freely fashion the chains of handling and control

20 pathways that protect data and processes and the freedom

to shape the models within which their Virtual Presence

operates -- allowing commerce participants to optimally

formulate their electronic commerce value propositions;
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o VDEs configured to support the various underlying

agreements between parties that define important

electronic commerce pathways of handling for electronic

content, content and/or appliance control information,

5 content and/or appliance usage information and payment

and/or credit;

0 allowing content creators and other providers to specify

the pathways that, partially or fully, must be used to

disseminate commercially distributed property content,

10 content control information, payment administrative

content, and/or associated usage reporting information;

0 empowering commerce participants, subject to the rules

and controls previously set in a value chain, to freely

fashion control models implementing their Virtual

15 Presence by using GUI templates or rights programming

languages employing commerce/rights management

components;

0 component based control methods that allow the present

inventions to efficiently operate as a highly configurable

20 content control system;

0 content control models that can be iteratively and

asynchronously shaped, modified, and otherwise updated

to accommodate the needs of VDE participants;
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0 iterative and/or concurrent multiple participant processes

through the submission and use of secure, control

information components (e.g., executable code such as

load modules and/or methods, and/or associated data);

5 0 control information for Virtual Presence employed in

protected processing environment nodes located at user

sites to ensure that digital events are governed in

accordance with the collective rights of commerce model

participants;

10 0 digital events that launch or require other digital events;

0 digital events that may include, for example, content use

consequences such as collection of audit information,

secure communication of such information, payment for

content use, or satisfaction of any other electronically

15 stated condition;

0 events that occur within either the secure setting of a

local node, or more widely within the secure

environment of a distributed system of nodes;

0 the association of Virtual Presence rules and controls

20 with protected information enclosed within one or more

electronic content containers to achieve a high order of

configurability for Virtual Presence chains of handling

and control;
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0 distribution using VDE that may package both the

electronic content and control information into the same

VDE container, and/or may involve the delivery to an

end-user site of different pieces of the same VDE

5 managed property from plural separate remote locations

and/or in plural separate VDE content containers and/or

employing plural different delivery means;

0 content control information that is partially or fully

delivered separately from its associated content to a user

10 VDE installation in one or more VDE administrative

objects;

0 delivery of portions of said control information from one

01' more SOUFCCS;

0 making control information available for use by access

15 from a user's VDE installation secure sub-system to one

or more remote VDE secure sub-systems and/or VDE

compatible, certified secure remote locations;

0 use of delivery means that may include electronic data

storage means such as optical disks for delivering one

20 portion of said information and broadcasting and/or

telecommunicating means for other portions of said

information;
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0 allowing a content provider to deliver different business

rules to a large corporate customer, compared with rules

delivered to "retail" customers;

0 supporting separation of content and Virtual Presence

5 controls to allow a provider to associate different control

sets with the same content — and not requiring the

provider to create one set of content controls that apply

to all types of customers;

0 allowing content provider modification over time of rules

10 and controls to reflect sales, new pricing, special

discounts, etc. — while limiting this right by rules and

controls provided by other parties having more senior

rights;

0 employing secure object container technology to

15 efficiently implement Virtual Presence chains of

handling and control;

0 use of software container technology to significantly

facilitate the organized dissemination of digital content,

including the specialized form of digital content

20 constituting rights control information;

0 employing object software technology and using object

technology to form containers for delivery of at least in

part encrypted or otherwise secured information;
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0 using containers that contain electronic content products

or other electronic information and some or all of their

associated permissions (control) information;

0 distributing container objects along pathways involving

5 content providers and/or content users;

0 securely moving containers between nodes of a VDE

arrangement, which nodes operate VDE foundation

software and execute control methods to enact electronic

information usage control and/or administration models;

10 0 employing delivered containers both for distributing

VDE control instructions (information) and/or to

encapsulate and electronically distribute content which

has been at least partially secured;

0 supporting the essential needs of electronic commerce

15 value propositions by uniting fimdamental

configurability with secure Virtual Presence;

0 virtual presence across virtual networks in accordance

with the underlying agreement amongst commerce model

participants to allow each participant to enjoy secure,

20 reliable electronic automation of commerce models;

0 allowing each rights holder's Virtual Presence at a

remote site to possess the sole authority to administer or

delegate the participant's electronic rights;
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0 capabilities that contribute to establishing an

environment of trusted cooperative governance;

0 practical enhancements relating to the establishment of

secure event management and the maintenance of secure

5 audit, encryption, budget, and other relevant information;

0 control structures for an overall, distributed, secure

rights/event administration environment;

0 processes for interaction between independently

delivered rules and controls, including electronic

1 O negotiation;

0 creating distributed rights operating systems;

0 integrating control processes into host operating

environments;

0 secure semiconductors to support protected processing

1 5 environments;

0 a secure, programmable, digital event management

component architecture in which components are fiilly

assembleable and reusable;

0 differing assemblages of components formed to reflect-

20 an exhaustive array of commerce model functional

capabilities, overall model implementations, and ad hoc

event management scenarios;
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0 support for the full range of digital content types,

delivery modes, and reporting and other administrative

activities;

0 traveling objects;

5 0 smart agents;

0 “atomic" load module operation to support "sparse

space," cost-effective, secure processing semiconductors;

0 smart card and other traveling client nodes;

0 creating rights management software container

10 technologies, including extraction, embedding, and other

SCCLIIC container content management PFOCCSSCS;

0 Chain of Handling and Control generation of secure

objects (containers) and associated control information;

0 audit reconciliation and usage pattern evaluation

15 processes;

0 specialized cryptographic implementations;

0 use of a specialized electronic rights and commerce

language, unique applications for fingerprinting and/or

watermarking technologies, secure control structures, the

20 formulation of new types of metering technologies,

reciprocal event management (employing dispersed user

sites) for automating web-like commerce models, and

many other designs and capabilities;
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I mechanisms to persistently maintain trusted content

usage and reporting control information through both a

sufficiently secure chain of handling of content and

content control information and through various forms of

5 usage of electronic information;

0 rights management technology supporting persistent,

distributed controls;

0 means enabling continuing Virtual Presence through

Chains of Handling and Control;

10 0 persistency of control as a unique and fundamentally

important attribute underlying Virtual Presence and

Chain of Handling and Control for enabling true

commerce behavior in cyberspace including ad hoc

relationships and activities, distributed processes, and

15 reliable enforcement of agreements between parties;

0 Persistent Virtual Presence controls that continue to be

enforced —- to the extent required by the controls

themselves -- as protected digital content is, for example,

used and reused, copied and further distributed, extracted

20 and embedded, audited and reported;

0 persistency responsive to rules and controls associated

with electronic events, that causes new secure content’

containers to be created automatically by systems and

methods supplying the procession of secure transport
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vehicles required by Chain of Handling and Control for

conveying disseminated content, associated rules and

controls, and audit information and payment;

0 container creation to carry extracted content, payment

5 tokens, control information, audit information, and the

like;

0 securely generated containers carrying with them rules .

and controls stipulated by rules and controls associated

with one or more triggered electronic events;

10 0 capabilities for persistency and independent secure

delivery and merging of rules and controls that provide

technical means for ensuring that dynamic user behavior

can be encouraged, rather than discouraged;

0 dynamic user behavior encouraged as a critical link in

15 building ad hoc relationships and cost-effectively

distributing content, while simultaneously ensuring that

rights holders are protected and retain control over their

business models;

0 enabling ad hoc behavior that frees users from

20 I constraints on their conduct resulting from inflexible,

first generation technologies;

0 support for enterprising behavior that is characteristic of

traditional commerce resulting in more efficient and

_ more satisfying electronic commerce experiences;
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0 general purpose character electronic commerce

technologies provided by a combination of important

capabilities including component, object oriented,

programmable control language; secure specialized

5 container technology; independent delivery of secure

control information mechanisms; Chain of Handling and

Control persistency of control mechanisms; event driven

operating system functions; and the advanced security

architecture — allowing multiple simultaneous models to

10 evolve, and practically and efficiently operate;

0 general purpose rights and event management

architecture that is intrinsically reusable for many

simultaneous models -- providing enormous competitive

economic advantages over technologies that are

15 essentially single model by design;

0 commerce architecture client nodes that are basic pieces

of reusable cyberspace infrastructure;

0 generalized configurability resulting, in part, fi'om

decomposition of generalized requirements for

20 supporting electronic commerce and data security into a

broad range of constituent "atomic" and higher level

components (such as load modules, data elements, and

methods) that may be variously aggregated together to

form control methods for commercial electronic

25 agreements and data security arrangements;
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a secure operating environment employing VDE

foundation elements along with securely deliverable

VDE components that enable electronic commerce

models and relationships to develop;

the unfolding of distribution models in which content

providers, over time, can expressly agree to, or allow,

subsequent content providers and/or users to participate

in shaping the controls for, and consequences of, use of

electronic content and/or appliances;

a very broad range of the fimctional attributes important

for supporting simple to very complex electronic

commerce and data security activities;

electronic information and/or appliance usage control

(including distribution), security, usage auditing,

reporting, other administration, and payment

arrangements;

capabilities that rationalize the support of electronic

commerce and electronic transaction management

stemming from the reusability ofcontrol structures and

user interfaces for a wide variety of transaction

management related activities;

content usage control, data security, information

auditing, and electronic financial activities that can be
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supported with tools that are reusable, convenient,

consistent, and familiar;

0 a general purpose Rights Operating System employing a

reusable kernel and rights language components that

5 provides the capabilities and integration needed for the

advanced commerce operating systems of the future;

0 a general purpose, reusable electronic commerce

capabilities that all participants can rely on will become

as important as any other capability of operating

10 systems;

0 such a rights operating system providing rights and

auditing operating system functions and other operating

system fiinctions —- the rights and auditing operating

system functions securely handling tasks that relate to

15 virtual distribution environment;

0 secure processing units and/or protected processing

environments that provide and/or support many of the

security functions of the rights and auditing operating

system fiinctions;

20 0 i an overall operating system designed from the beginning

to include the rights and auditing operating system

functions plus the other operating system functions -- or

incorporation of the rights and auditing operating system
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functions as an add-on to a preexisting operating system

providing the other operating system functions;

0 operating system integration and the distributed

operating systems; and

0 a rational approach - a transaction/distribution control

standard — allowing all participants in VDE the same

foundation set of hardware control and security,

authoring, administration, and management tools, for

widely varying types of information, business market

model and/or personal objectives;

Any or all of these features may be used in combination with

the inventions disclosed herein.

Brief Description of the Drawings

These and other features and advantages will be better and

completely understood by referring to the following detailed

description ofpresently preferred example embodiments in

accordance with the drawings, of which:

Figures 1A-4 show "prior art" examples of how it is hard to

find things you need or want;

Figures 5-12 are simplified examples of what example systems,

methods and techniques in accordance with these inventions can do;
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Figures 13, 14 and 14A show an example matching and

classification utility system architecture;

Figures 15-15G show examples of how a matching and

classification utility system can interact with other commerce utility

systems;

Figures 16A-16C show examples of distributed matching and

classification utility system organizations;

Figure 17 shows example matching and classification utility

system functionality definitions;

Figures 18-46(B) show example steps that may be performed

by the example matching and classification utility system; and

Figures 47-70 show some example matching and classification

utility system applications.

Detailed Description Of Presently Preferred Example
Embodiments

Figures 5-12 and the discussion above provide an introduction

to the following detailed description ofpresently preferred

embodiments in accordance with these inventions.‘ The "electronic

matchmaker" shown in Figures 5-12 is implemented in these more

detailed embodiments by a matching and classification utility system

900.
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Example Matching And Classification Utility

Figure 13 shows an example matching and classification utility

system 900 as including:

0 an object classifier 902;

0 a user (people) classifier 904; and

0 a matching engine 906.

Object classifier 902 classifies things. User classifier 904

classes people. Matching engine 906 matches things with other

things, things with people, and/or people with other people.

In more detail, object classifier 902 receives information about

objects and uses that information to classify those objects into groups

based on the qualities or characteristics of the objects. For example,

the object classifier 902 may classify objects of the type described in

in “Ginter et al”. Such objects may comprise information and/or

associated rules for using the information. For example, object

classifier 902 may receive as inputs:

0 rights management information 909 such as rules

and/or associated consequences;

0 things 908 controlled or affected by such rights

management information including, for example

content objects or other information subject to such

rules;

0 items 910 such as metadata, abstracts or the like that

describe the things 908; and/or
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0 other information of any type.

Object classifier 902 classifies and/or selects things based at

least in part on these inputs.

In this example, user classifier 904 is a type of object classifier

5 that is specially adapted to classify people. User classifier 904 can

classify people based, for example, on:

0 audit trails 912 indicating how people have used their

computers and other electronic appliances;

0 profiles 914 developed by asking users questions

10 about their preferences;

0 controls 909’ that are associated, at least in part, with

the user or things the user uses;

0 object descriptors 910’ that describe objects used by

the user; and/or

15 0 other information about and/or relating to the user.

User classifier 904 classifies and/or selects people based at

least in part on these inputs.

Matching engine 906 receives, as inputs, the classifications

and/or selections made by the object classifier 902 and/or the user

20 classifier 904. Matching engine 906 matches things with things,

things with people and/or people with people (or any combination of

these) based on these selection and/or classification inputs.
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Example More Detailed Architecture

Figure 14 shows a more detailed architectural diagram of

matching and classification utility 900. In this example, matching

and classification utility 900 receives a variety of inputs including, for

5 example, some or all of the following:

0 objects 908 and/or information about objects

including controls 909 and/or object descriptors 910;

0 content 950;

0 audit trail information 916;

10 0 user information such as profiles 914;

0 class information 952;

0 user information 954;

0 other rights management information 956;

0 matching criteria 958;

15 0 selection criteria 960; and/or

0 other information.

Matching and classification utility 900 in this example can

provide a variety of different outputs including, for example, some or

all of the following:

. 20 0 matching information 920;

0 class hierarchies 962;

0 category definitions 922 and class definitions 970;

0 classified objects 908C;

0 audit records 964 indicating the results of

25 classification, matching, and or selecting processes;
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0 reports 966 indicating the results of classification,

matching, and/or selecting processes;

0 targeted objects and/or pointers 968;

0 controls 909;

0 other rights management information; and

0 other classification, matching and/or selection related

- information.

A Preferred Embodiment Matching and
Classification Utility 900 is a VDE-Aware Commerce

Utility System

In the preferred embodiment, matching and classification utility

900 is constructed as a commerce utility system 90 as described in

“Shear et al”, and may comprise one or more processes securely

distributed over one or more secure electronic appliances within a

"Virtual Distribution Environment" as described in “Ginter et al”.

Furthermore, the present inventions can be used in combination with

and/or make use of a wide array of distributed electronic

administrative and support services that may be referred to as the

"Distributed Commerce Utility." Such a Distributed Commerce

Utility may be, among other things, an integrated, modular array of

administrative and support services for electronic commerce and

electronic rights and transaction management. The Distributed

Commerce Utility provides, among other advantages, comprehensive,

integrated administrative and support services for secure electronic

commerce and other forms of electronic interaction. These
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administrative and support services can be used to supply a secure

foundation for conducting financial management, rights management,

certificate authority, rules clearing, usage clearing, secure directory

services, and other transaction related capabilities functioning over a

vast electronic network such as the Internet and/or over organization

internal Intranets, or even in—home networks of electronic appliances.

Such electronic interactions supported by the Distributed Commerce

Utility may, for example, entail the broadest range of appliances and

distribution media, non-limiting examples of which include networks

and other communications channels, consumer appliances, computers,

convergent devices such as WebTV, and optical media such as CD-

ROM and DVD in all their current and future forms.

These administrative and support services can, for example, be

adapted to the specific needs of electronic commerce value chains in

any number of vertical markets, including a wide variety of

entertainment applications. Electronic commerce participants can, for

example, use these administrative and support services to support

their interests, and/or they can shape and reuse these services in

response to competitive business realities. Non-exhaustive examples

of electronic commerce participants include individual creators, film

and music studios, distributors, program aggregators, broadcasters,

and cable and satellite operators.

The Distributed Commerce Utility can, for example, make

optimally efficient use of commerce administration resources, and
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can, in at least some embodiments, scale in a practical fashion to

optimally accommodate the demands of electronic commerce growth.

The Distributed Commerce Utility may, for example, comprise a

number of Commerce Utility Systems. These Commerce Utility

Systems can provide a web of infrastructure support available to, and

reusable by, the entire electronic community and/or many or all of its

participants. Different support functions can, for example, be

collected together in hierarchical and/or in networked relationships to

suit various business models and/or other objectives. Modular support

functions can, for example, be combined in different arrays to form

different Commerce Utility Systems for different design

implementations and purposes. These Commerce Utility Systems

can, for example, be distributed across a large number of electronic

appliances with varying degrees of distribution.

Such a "Distributed Commerce Utility" provides numerous

additional capabilities and benefits that can be used in conjunction

with the particular embodiments shown in the drawings of this

application, non—exhaustive examples of which include:

- Enables practical and efficient electronic commerce and rights

management.

- Provides services that securely administer and support

electronic interactions and consequences.
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- Provides infrastructure for electronic commerce and other

forms of human electronic interaction and relationships.

- Optimally applies the efficiencies of modern distributed

computing and networking.

- Provides electronic automation and distributed processing.

- Supports electronic commerce and communications

infrastructure that is modular, programmable, distributed and

optimally computerized.

- Provides a comprehensive array of capabilities that can be

combined to support services that perform various administrative and

support roles.

- Maximizes benefits fiom electronic automation and

distributed processing to produce optimal allocation and use of

resources across a system or network.

- Is efficient, flexible, cost effective, configurable, reusable,

modifiable, and generalizable.

- Can economically reflect users‘ business and privacy

requirements.

' Can optimally distribute processes -- allowing commerce

models to be flexible, scaled to demand and to match user

requirements.
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- Can efficiently handle a full range of activities and service

volumes.

- Can be fashioned and operated for each business model, as a

mixture of distributed and centralized processes.

- Provides a blend of local, centralized and networked

capabilities that can be uniquely shaped and reshaped to meet

changing conditions.

' Supports general purpose resources and is reusable for many

different models; in place infrastructure can be reused by different

value chains having different requirements.

- Can support any number of commerce and communications

models.

- Efficiently applies local, centralized and networked resources

to match each value chain’s requirements.

- Sharing of common resources spreads out costs and

maximizes efficiency.

- Supports mixed, distributed, peer-to-peer and centralized

networked capabilities.

- Can operate locally, remotely and/or centrally.

- Can operate synchronously, asynchronously, or support both

modes of operation.
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- Adapts easily and flexibly to the rapidly changing sea of

commercial opportunities, relationships and constraints of

"Cyberspace."

Any or all of these features may be used in combination with

the inventions disclosed herein.

In more detail, as shown in Figure 14A, matching and

classification utility 900 may include one or more rights operating

system layers 90-1; one or more commerce utility support service

layers 90-4; one or more service application connect layers 90-3; and

one or more service functions 90-B. One or more protected

processing environments 154 may be used to support secure functions

90-D. Matching and classification utility 900 may be controlled, at

least in part, by rights management information such as for example:

0 VDE-compatible controls 909;

0 rules and/or their consequences; and/or

0 other rights management information.

Matching and Classification Utility Can Interact

With Other Commerce Utility Systems

Figure 15 shows that matching and classification utility 900

can interact and interrelate with other commerce utility systems

described in “Shear et al” including for example:

0 financial clearinghouses 200,

0 usage clearinghouses 300,

0 rights and permissions clearinghouses 400,
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o certifying authorities 500,

0 secure directory services 600,

0 transaction authorities 700,

0 VDE administrators 800, and/or

5 0 other commerce utility systems 90.

Figures 15A—15G show example detailed interactions between

matching and classification utility 900 and these various other

commerce utility systems 90.

Figure 15A shows interactions between matching and

10 classification utility 900 and a financial clearinghouse 200. For

example, matching and classification utility 900 may send the

financial clearinghouse 200:

0 requests for information,

0 class information such as classes and/or class

1 5 assignments,

0 bills and charges, and/or

0 other information.

Financial clearinghouse 200 may send matching and

classification utility 900:

20 0 money,

0 audit records,

0 payment data,

0 user data, and/or

0 other information.
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Figure 15B shows example interactions between matching and

classification utility 900 and usage clearinghouse 300. Matching and

classification utility 900 may send the usage clearinghouse 300:

0 requests for information,

5 0 class information such as classes and/o class

assignments,

0 audit information, and/or

0 other information.

Matching and classification utility 900 may receive from usage

10 clearinghouse 300:

0 requests for class information,

0 usage and/or rights management information,

0 audit records, and/or

0 other information.

15 Figure 15C shows example interaction between matching and

classification utility 900 and rights and permissions clearinghouse

400. In this example, rights and permissions clearinghouse 400 sends

matching and classification authority 900:

0 controls sets and/or object information;

20 0 requests for class information;

0 clearinghouse usage data; and/or

0 other information.

In this example, matching and classification utility 900 sends

the rights and permissions clearinghouse 400:
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0 rights management information such as control sets,

0 requests for information,

0 class related information such as classes and/or class

assignments, and/or

5 0 other information.

Figure 15D shows example interaction between matching and

classification utility 900 and certifying-authority 500. In this

example, certifying authority 500 sends matching and classification

utility 900:

10 0 revocation lists,

0 certificates,

0 certifying authority usage information,

0 requests for classification information, and/or

0 other information.

15 In this example, the matching and classification utility 900

sends the certifying authority 500:

0 revocation list checks,

0 requests for certificates,

0 requests for usage information,

20 0 classification related information such as classes

and/or class assignments, and/or

0 other information.

Figure 1513 shows an example interaction between the matching

and classification utility 900 and a secure directory services 600. In
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this example, the matching and classification utility 900 sends the

secure directory services 600:

0 directory lookup information,

0 class related information such as classes and/or class

5 assignments,

0 requests for information, and/or

0 other information.

In this example, the secure directory services 600 sends the

matching and classification utility 900:

10 0 directory services usage information,

0 directory information,

0 requests for classification information, and/or

0 other information.

Figure 15F shows an example interaction between the matching

l5 and classification utility 900 and a transaction authority 700. In this

example, the matching and classification utility 900 sends the

transaction authority 700:

0 class related information such as classes and/or class

assignments,

20 0 ‘requests for transaction usage information,

0 requests for control sets, and/or

0 other information.

In this example, the transaction authority 700 sends the

matching and classification utility 900:
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0 transaction usage information,

0 transaction control sets,

0 requests for classification information, and/or

0 other information.

5 Figure 15G shows an example interaction between the

matching and classification utility 900 and a VDE administrator 800.

In this example, the matching and classification utility 900 sends the

VDE administrator 800:

0 requests for administration,

10 0 class related information such as classes and/or class

assignments,

0 requests for node and/or web information, and/or

0 other information.

In this example, the VDE administrator 600 sends the matching

15 and classification utility 900:

0 requests for classification information,

0 administrative information,

0 node and/or user data, and/or

0 other information.

20 Matching and Classification Utility System Can Be In

a Hierarchy of Commerce Utility Systems

Figure 16A shows an example of an administrative and support

service hierarchy including matching and classification utility

system(s) 900. In this example, a number of centralized overall
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matching and classification utility systems 900 and/or other

Commerce Utility Systems 90 delegate some or all of their work

responsibilities to other Commerce Utility Systems 90. In the

particular example shown, Commerce Utility Systems 154 may

provide services to one or more members of one or more classes, for

example, to members of the class "manufacturing companies in the

Pacific rim." Organizations, such as companies, non-profit groups or

the like may have their own Commerce Utility Systems 156. Certain

electronic commerce or other activities (the entertainment industry,

for example) might have their own vertically—specialized Commerce

Utility Systems 158. Certain geographical, territorial or jurisdictional

groups (e.g., Commerce Utility Systems services provided with a

particular nation or state within nation, one example of which might

be all purchasers of particular products within the state of Wisconsin)

may have their own territorial/jurisdictional specialized Commerce

Utility Systems 160. Commerce Utility Systems 154, 156, 158, 160

lower in the hierarchy may, in turn, further delegate authorities or

responsibilities to particular consumers, organizations or other

entities.

In one example arrangement, the Commerce Utility Systems 90

to which authority has been delegated may perform substantially all

of the actual support work, but may keep the delegating Commerce

Utility Systems 90 informed through reporting or other means. In

another arrangement, the delegating Commerce Utility Systems 90

have no involvement whatsoever with day to day activities of the
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Commerce Utility Systems to whom they have delegated work. In

still another example arrangement, the more specialized Commerce

Utility Systems do some of the work and the more overarching

Commerce Utility Systems do other parts of the work. The particular

division of work and authority used in a particular scenario may

largely depend on factors such as efficiency, trustedness, resource

availability, the kinds of transactions being managed, and a variety of

other factors. Delegation of clearing authority may be partial (e.g.,

delegate usage aggregation but not financial or rights management

responsibilities), and may be consistent with peer-to-peer processing

(e.g., by placing some functions within consumers’ electronic

appliances while keeping some other functions centralized).

Matching and Classification Utilities Can Provide
Services to Classes of Nodes, Users, Content Services

and/or Transaction Services

Figure 16B shows an example of how Matching and

Classification Utilities 900 can provide services to classes of nodes,

users, content services and/or transaction services. In this example,

matching and classification utility systems 900(1), 900(N) provide

horizontally specialized matching and/or classification services for

different purposes-. For example, matching and classification utility

900(1) serves VDE administrative type functions by classifying VDE

deployment related information and associated objects. Matching and

classification utility 900(2) specializes in higher education

classification tasks. Matching and classification utility 900(3)
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specializes in business information related tasks, and matching and

classification authority 900(N) specializes in trading transactions.

Any of these specialties can be combined together, so that a single

utility system 900 can perform multiple functions or portions of

functions.

Multi-Function Commerce Utility Systems Can be

Organized Hierarchically or Peer-to-Peer

Figure 16C shows a still different, more complex Matching and

Classification Commerce Utility System 900 environment including

elements of both a hierarchical chain of command and a high degree

of cooperation in the horizontal direction between different multi-

fi11'1CtlOl’1 matching and classification utility systems 900. In this

example, there are five different levels of responsibility with a master

or overarching matching and classification utility system 900(1) on

level 1 having the most authority and with additional matching and

classification utility systems on levels 2, 3, 4, and 5 having

successively less power, authority, control, scope and/or

responsibility. Figure 16C also shows that different matching and

classification utility systems 900 on the same level may have different

functions, scopes and/or areas of responsibility. For example:

0 a Matching and classification utility system 900(2)(1) may

be a "type A" Matching and classification utility system,

0 Matching and classification utility system 900(2)(2) might

be a "type B" Matching and classification utility system, and
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0 Matching and classification utility system 900(2)(3) might

be a "type C" Matching and classification utility system.

On the next level down, Matching and classification utility

systems might be type A Matching and classification utility system

(such as, 900(3)(l) and 900(3)(2)), they might be type B Matching

and classification utility systems (such as, 900(3)(4)), they might be

type C Matching and classification utility systems (such as, 900(3 )(5),

900(3)(6)), or they might be hybrids -- such as, Matching and

classification utility system 900(3 )(3) which is a hybrid having type A

and type B functions. Figure 16C also shows that additional

clearinghouses on levels 4 and 5 might have sub-types as well as

types.

A matching and classification utility 900 might break out along

content classes (e.g., movies; scientific, technical and medical; and

software). Subtype A might include first run movies, oldies, and art

films; subtype B might handle journals and textbooks; and type C

might be responsible for games, office, educational content. Peer-to-

peer communications between clearinghouses could involve differing

classes of consumers, differing jurisdictional classes, differing

payment methods classes, and/or any other class distinction.

Matching and Classification Utility System Can Be

Constructed From Object-Oriented Service Functions

Figure 14A shows Matching and Classification Utility 900 can

be constructed from service functions. Figure 17 shows in more
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detail how a matching and classification utility system 900 can be

constructed based on service functions such as for example:

10

Exam

and C

15

automatic class generation,

automatic matching,

automatic class assignment,

class based searching,

class based directory,

audit by class,

market research,

rights management language processing,

other service functions.

ple Detailed Steps Carried Out By Matching

lassification Utility System 900

The next section of the specification describes some example

steps performed by the matching and classification utility 900.

Example Steps to Categorize Objects and/or Users

and/or Appliances

20

Figure 18 shows example steps to categorize objects, and

Figure 19 shows example steps to categorize users 95 and/or
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appliances 100. The overall categorization steps in these examples

are -- at this level -- similar to one another. The processes begin by

getting input data (Figure 18, block 1840, Figure 19, block 1840').

Next, a classification and/or categorization method is selected

(Figures 18, block 1842; Figure 19, block 1842’). The process then

assembles a data matrix and applies the selected classification method

to the data matrix (Figure 18, blocks 1844, 1846; Figure 19, blocks

1844’, 1846’). In addition or alternatively, other data reduction

methods may be used (Figure 18, block 1848; Figure 19, block

1848’). Next, the process assigns objects and/or users and/or

appliances to the categories developed by the classification method

that has been applied (Figure 18, block 1849; Figure 19, block 1849’).

Finally, the process stores the results in electronic and/or non-

electronic storage in the "write output data" step (Figure 18, block

1850; Figure 19, block 1850’).

The "get input data" step 1840, 1840’ may involve obtaining

attribute and/or parameter data from various sources including, for

example:

0 electronic appliance related attribute data;

0 user demographic data;

0 user psychographic data;

0 available rights management rules and/or consequences

(e.g., permissions records);
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0 exercised rights management rules and/or consequences

(e.g., permissions records);

0 rights management and/or other audit and/or usage records;

0 any third party source of any information, including rights

management, usage, audit, statistical, personal,

organizational, political, economic, social, religious,

business, government, medical, research, academic, literary,

military, and/or information and/or data in any format

known or unknown concerning any and all other topics that

may contribute to the definition of at least one class and/or

the assignment of at least one object to a class.

Detailed example steps for harvesting this data are detailed below in

connection with Figures 24—46B. This resulting attribute data may be

accumulated and aggregated together to form a composite record used

as the input to the classification process.

Figure 20 shows an example composite record 1852. This

composite classification record may contain attributes derived from

any or all of a variety of rights management and/or other data

' "harvesting" processes. For example, composite record 1852 may

include demographic and/or psychographic data obtained by querying

the user 95. It may contain usage data obtained by monitoring audit

information produced by various usage transactions. It may contain

information reflecting user choices concerning rights management
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